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Tony Bayfield

Improving the Human Fate

A BEACON T0 GUIDE US
First of all, because if a group of
academic lawyers were
SOhffi
FORTY
stirred
by aYEARS
debate AGO
as to
whether international law is actually
law or not. International law was
considered so woolly and so
unenforceable that it did not fall
within the `proper' definition of the
word law.
The issue was settled by an
argument from outside the legal
world. Words, it was pointed out, are
only labels. We have grown beyond
the old idea that words are part of
the essence of the thing - rub the
magic lamp, name the genie and he
would be forced to appear.
Words are just labels. Labels are
used in different ways, though the
various usages will tend to cluster
round a particular point. So, is
intemational law, law? Yes. It is a
label that lots of people use for a

particular phenomenon with some
resemblance to other kinds of law.
International lawyers breathed a
sigh of relief.
Today we are playing out the
same argument with much higher
stakes in the sphere of religion. A
Christian is someone who behaves
in a Christian manner. We define
Christianity as a religion of love and
peace. So anyone behaving, even in
the name of Christianity, in an
unloving and un-peaceful manner is
not a Christian.
Those brave two Muslims who
flew to Iraq in a significantly
religious act to negotiate the release
of British hostage Kenneth Bigley
fell into the same trap.
They did not go so far as to claim
that the hostage takers were not
Muslims. But they labelled their
behaviour un-Islamic because they
said that Islam is only about peace
and humane behaviour.
And that will not do.
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people grow up as Christians or
Muslims, label themselves as
Christians or Muslims and other
people label them as Christians or
Muslims - it is not intellectually
honest to move the goal posts by
restricting or removing the label.
Second, over the last thousand

years or more, all sorts of
magnificent and wonderful things,
big and small,. have been done in the
name of Christianity and Islam. So,
too, have terrible deeds. The
Crusades are one example. Violent
conquest is another. To declare the
good things Christian or Islamic and
the bad things un-Christian or unIslamic is another convenient
rearranging of the goal posts.
If it were only an issue of czmo#r

p7iopre, it would not greatly matter.
But it is not just an issue of how
much truth we can take about our
faiths and ourselves. It is a crucial
issue of responsibility. Christian
responsibility for Christians and
Christianity. Muslim responsibility
for Muslims and Islam.
So far and for good reason, we
have not mentioned Jews and
Judaism. This is one of those areas
in which Judaism has something
worthwhile to teach.
A startling statement is embedded
in an ancient Jewish legal
commentary called Sz/iez.. The text
says.. "Col Yisrael areivim zeh
bczzefe ". "Every Jew is a surety for
every other Jew". It expresses a
sense of responsibility which has
become deeply embedded in
Judaism and the Jewish psyche.
We switch on the news and hear
that Israeli tanks have gone into
Gaza following a rocket attack on
Israeli settlements. And we accept
instinctively that those are `Jewish
tanks'.

Some of us groan and are
appalled. Some of us punch the air
in support. Many of us do not know
what to think. But we do at least
know that we are involved, that this
is our concern. For every Jew is a
surety for every other Jew.
There is a clear message `out
there' to all the faiths, a message
which comes from Government and
society at large. The world can only
exist if the faiths understand that
they have to live in relation to each
other. They have to take
responsibility for what we might
delicately describe as the full range
of their own faith's cultural
expression. They have to be selfcritical. They have to recognise that
there are elements - scriptural,
historical and theological - which
can be taken in hideous as well as
blissful directions.
We all have to take responsibility

for the totality of our adherents,
followers, people -the saints and the
crazies. And for the totality of our
scriptures and doctrines. It may be
comforting to write both the sins and
the sinners out of our respective
faiths. But that is the ultimate
betrayal of our responsibilities in the
world today.
It was an enormously important
gesture for those two British
Muslims to go and negotiate with
other Muslims and to insist that, in
their understanding of their
tradition, kidnapping is not

permitted. And they did this for the
sake of a non-Muslim. There was no
need to try to absolve Islam by
selective labelling or chronic
historical amnesia. All faiths have
their flaws exposed time and time
again.

A good deed in a naughty world?
Certainly. And a humbling example
to us Jews and Christians I

THE RESPONSE TO

TERROR

be it is a risky venture, for it is always
sensible to check one's own backyard
before making derogatory remarks
about, one's neighbour's.
The mood of introspection has been
increased by the subsequent invasion
of Iraq, the reasons and justification
for it - real and concocted - and the
actions of Coalition forces towards the
native population. Into the debate that
rages about who and what we stand
for, how we compare to those we
believe to be our enemies, and what we
are fighting to protect and preserve,
come three books on different subjects
that all have something to say on these
issues.

Charles Middleburgh

Econony and Virtue, Essays on the
Theme Of Markets and Morality, is a,
collection of essays by nine leading
academies produced by the rightleaning Institute for Economic Affairs
and with a foreword by David Willetts
MP, a Conservative front bench
spokesman. The essays represent a
spirited defence of capitalism and the
market economy, arguing that `the
market economy restrains the powerful, engenders a spirit of cooperation
and puts our baser motives to good
social use.' a.18)

Economy and Virtue: Essays on tl.e
Theme Of Markets and Moraltry.
Edited by Dennis O'Keefe,
foreword by David Willetts,
Institute of Economic Affairs 2004.
Def ending Diversity: Af f i:irmative
Action at the University of
Jt4lz.chz.gfl!#. Patricia Gurin, Jeffiey S

Lehman and Earl Lewis, with
others. University of Michigan
Press, 2004.

Equal Justice in the Balance:
America's Legal Response to the
Emerging Terrorist Threat. Ra:neka
Lawson Mack and Michael J. Kelly,
University of Michigan Press, 2004.

THE DAYS IMMEDIATELY
llowing the cataclysmic strikes
America of 11 September 2001
by AI Qaeda operatives, the shock felt
throughout the world, especially in the
West, was too great to allow for any
sustained, rational consideration not

Eo:

only of what had happened but of its
wider implications.
America's allies, and many others
who could not in other circumstances
be so classified, expressed their horror
at the attacks, their grief at the loss of
life, and their sympathy at the blow
that had been struck at the heart of the
world's sole surviving supeapower.
Those closest to America feared that

the wounded giant would strike out at
enemies real or imagined, posing a
serious threat to global peace and
security, and strenuous efforts were
made - largely listened to, at least at
first - to encourage reflection and
careful planning before action was
taken.
As the threat to western countries
from Islamic terrorism has broadened,
a deeper reflection on the reasons for
the 9/11 attacks has occurred, as well
as a sustained analysis of the societies

in which we live, what they actually
stand for, and what we believe they
stand for - which may not be the same
thing at all. The latter process has been
exacerbated by the legal moves in
Britain, and especially in America, to
respond to the threat from terrorism by
imposing restrictions on movement,
suspension of some existing legal
rights, and enacting a raft of other
measures which have aroused the ire
of those who champion civil liberties.
As we draw comparisons between
the attitudes inherent in western
democratic societies and those run
along theocratic lines, there is an effort
to accentuate the positive about the
way we live, and think, and act, and to
denigrate or dismiss the attitudes,
structures and approaches of those
perceived to be our enemies.
However understandable this may

As might be expected from a
publication with this pedigree, the
contributors tackle head-on most of the
charges commonly laid against a
capitalist system by those of a socialist
bent, epitomized by the editor Dennis
O'Keefe's early statement:
` Socialism encourages anti-social

behaviour through the design of its
welfare systems. It treats the means of
production, including human beings
themselves, as chattels of the ruling
class or state, to be used for the beneflt
of a greater good.' a.22)
The essayists make repeated
references to the synergy between
capitalism and freedom, arguing that it
is only under a capitalist system that
men and women can be tmly free. As
O'Keefe points out in his introduction:
`...the starting point ... is the moral

desirability of the open society and the
imperative that free men and women
should organize their own lives to the
maximuln extent possible.' a.26)
Professor Walter E Williams, an
American economist, argues that `the
intellectual defence of the free market
should focus on its moral superiority'

a.40), and many contributors refer not
only to the morality of the market but
seek to root that morality firmly in
Judaeo-Christian civilization. The late
Arthur Shenfield, a Welsh-born
economist and barrister, argues that
neither moral philosophy nor religion
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cast serious doubt upon private

property and refers to individuals in
both Testaments whose life experience
appears to demonstrate that `private
property was legitimate in the eyes of
the Lord.' to. 130).

The overall message of the book is
that a capitalist society is a healthier
one for men and women to live in
because it promotes cooperation and
restrains selfishness, and because its
legal system protects the property
rights of the vulnerable just as it does
those of the powerful. This, the authors
would undoubtedly aver if their subj ect
were set in the context of a post-9/11
debate on `What kind of society is it in
which we wish to live?', shows that it
is a capitalist society that is truly worth
fighting for.
The second book, De/e72cZz.7zg
Dz.1;ersz.fy, by leading members of the

faculty of the University of Michigan,
is concerned with the university's
policy of affimiative action, which
predicates the admission of students
precisely on the grounds of their race
to give a greater racial mix in the
classroom. The authors point out that
Michigan has a scholarly tradition of
research on group dynahics that grew
out of the anti-Semitism of the 1930s,
40s and 50s, and for years has been
dedicated to understanding inter-group
relations, conflict and community.
Tracing the history of affirmative
action in America, and particularly the
response to the legal challenges
mounted against affirmative action,
Nancy Cantor, former Provost of
Michigan University gives the
following rationale for affirmative
action:

`By bringing a more diverse group

of students to campus, we are in the
position to educate all students in an
environment where they will be
challenged to see new possibilities for
themselves and their world because of
the mix of voices at the table...these
experiences will, as they become more
numerous, ultimately prepare all
students to live and work in harmony
in a multiracial democracy.' a.12)
And she adds:
`...many Americans are committed

to writing a positive story of race. They
know it is critically important to pay
direct attention to race so that we can
move beyond our history.' a.14)
Defiending Diversity ±s pa,rt of the
riposte that may be given to the critics
of American society, and those who
would caricature it as irredeemably
divided between haves and have-nots,
for it demonstrates that there are
powerful and influential forces at work
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in the United States who want to
achieve a far more equal opportunity
for advancement of a personal,
professional and material kind, so that
everyone will have the opportunity to
prosper regardless of their ethnic or
racial origin.
The third book, Egcfcz/ J#s/I.ce z.# £fee
Bcz/cr#ce, is a superb analysis of the

impact of 9/11 and the Bush Administration's war on terror on the
constitutional rights and freedoms of
American citizens and others. Written
by two US Professors of Law, it asks

penetrating and uncomfortable questions about the actions of the
Administration, particularly focusing
on the Patriot Act of 2001 and subsequent legislation. The authors ask:

a.5)
Can America, a nation rooted in
democracy, liberty and justice, remain
true to its commitment to equal justice
under the law while simultaneously
taking a leadership role in eradicating
terrorism throughout the world?
They make much of the `unwarranted fears, suspicion and
paranoia' that clouds the Administration's thinking, and refer to
historical legal challenges to previous
administrations who sought to curtail
the rights of US citizens at previous
times of conflict and war. The authors
cite President Harry S Truman on
Mccarthyism, using language that may
just as easily be applied to the murkier
dimensions of the war on terror, such
as Guantanamo Bay:
`It is the corruption of truth, the
abandonment of the due process of law.
It is the use of the big lie and the
unfounded accusation against any
citizen in the name of Americanism,
and security. It is the rise of the power
of the demagogue who lives on untruth;
it is the spreading of fear and the
destruction of faith in every level of
society...' to.47)

The conclusion of this fascinating
text is that however difficult it may be
to balance freedom and security in the
scales of justice, it must become easier
once one realizes that justice is in the
balance as well. Those waging war on
terror have to appreciate that by acting
repressively, however they may seek
to justify themselves, they play into
the hands of terrorists and weaken the
resolve, and cohesion, of the society
that they are struggling to protect.
Jews are more aware than most of
the vital need for society to be fair and
balanced and based on standards of

justice that are equal for all, for we
have frequently been the victims of a
very different status quo; our history

teaches us that the treatment of Jews is
often a litmus test for the stability and
decency, or otherwise, of society. As a
historically-vulnerable
minority,
wllich should be extremely sensitive to
the threats posed to the weak and
defenceless, our antermae are preternaturally attuned to any infringements
of core human rights and social justice.
But Jewish commitment to these
principles is not dictated by
enlightened self-interest, it is rooted in
some of the most ancient and powerful
ethical commandments of our religious
tradition.
The profundity of Judaism's commitment to human rights and social
justice is contained in the ringing
divine instruchon, tzedek, tzedek tirdof
- justice, justice shall you pursue (Dc#f/6..20). The repetition of the
word `/zedefr' serves to emphasize the

importance of the commandment, and
perhaps also its inclusivity. In our
attention to the phrase we often ignore
the rest of the verse which states: that

you may thrive and occupy the land
that the Etemal One your God is giving
you. The message is clear: pursue justice and you will create the conditions
where God will deem you worthy of
enduring and thriving. Though originally applied to the Promised Land the
message is relevant everywhere,
wherever we may live, and shines a
very bright light on our actions and on
our thoughts with regard to these
matters.
In the post 9/11 world many of us
feel much more vulnerable than we did
before. We look around us fearfully
and perceive enemies - real or
imagined -who threaten our existence,
our security and our way of life. In
such a frame of mind it would be all
too easy to allow our commitment to
human rights and justice to be
diminished and to rationalize a
constriction of freedom in the name of
the greater good. Our tradition will not
allow us to do that with impunity. It is
precisely at times like these when we
should be at our fiercest in defence of
the rights and freedoms from which we
benefit, and precisely at times like
these when we must be vocal in our
condemnation of any attempts to
restrict and diminish the quality of the
societies in which we are so fortunate

to live .
RABBI DR cHARLEs H I\nDDLEBURGH
is Rabbi to the Dublin Jewish Progressive
Congregation and Progressive Judaism in
Denmark. A senior lecturer at Leo Baeck
College - Centre fior Jewish Education, Rabbi
Middleburgh organized RSGB 's major Judaism
and Human RIghts initiative in Fel)ruary 2004.
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Sacrilege or sensitivity? : a mixed fidith wedding in charch, conducted under a chappah.

WHY DIVORCED MEN
MARRY OUT
Jonathan Romain
T;:,tehse::F=I!ei;F¥|t:h:m=Ta:;:
is annoying. We know such marriages
are commonplace over there, but do
they have to keep advertising it?
And isn't there something distasteful
about the way `outreach' has become a
religious industry spawning entire
departments in every city and pouring
out glossy self-help manuals?
Once you strip away the American
bits about which we British are
automatically prejudiced, you realise
that maybe they have started dealing
with something big that we have not
admitted even exists.
There is the annual `I'm Jewish, My
Partner Isn't' seminar at the Stemberg
Centre, which is also held occasionally
in other parts of the country. But its
outreach to such couples tends to be
seen as outside the regular structure of
synagogue life, not central to it.
Read most congregational newsletters and the word `intermarriage' or
a similar tern rarely appears. There is
more about inter-faith activities with
local churches than about mixed-faith
work.
That would be perfectly understandable were it not for the fact that, at the
last count, approximately 44 percent of
...British Jews currently marry non-

4

MAKING A SUCCESSFUL

JEVISH INTERFAITH
MARRAGE,
Keny Olitzki,
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2003,
ISBN 1-58023-170-5

IewishoL partnlers (Social and Political
Attitudes Of British Jews, Tn!strfu:fye Of
Jewish Policy Research, 1996).

There is every reason to believe that
the rate has increased since then, and
that the figure would be even higher if
it had taken into account unmarried
Jews in a long-term relationship, so
there is every reason to suggest that
today the outmarriage rate is around
the 50 per cent mark, if not higher.
If you are in business and find that
your client base has now shrunk by
half, would you not call for a major
rethink in market strategy and urgently
reassess your CuITent Policy?

Crucial to that internal debate are
two key questions. The first is how to
view the figures - have you actually
been reduced by 50 per cent? Have
those Jews married out and been lost to
the community, or could it be the other
way round? Have their non-Jewish

partners married in and been added to
our number. Has the community really
halved or has it potentially doubled?
That forces us to examine our
attitude to `outsiders'. Judaism has
long ceased to be a missionary faith,
but how do we feel about welcoming
in those who knock on our door
voluntarily...and especially when their
claim for entry is reinforced by .a
marital connection with a Jew?
What is important here is not just to
trot out the mantra about welcoming
those who show sincerity, and then
smugly assume that most do not and so
any newcomers will be limited to a
small trickle.

How do we feel about a potentially
massive entry of non-Jewish husbands
and wives? Some of them will convert
and some of them will stay as they .are,
but still want to attend services and

play their part in communal
organizations. Are we joyous at
Judaism's gains or terrified at its
possible implications?
Will an influx of non-Jews affect the
Hebrew content of services? Is it okay
for a non-Jew to be chair of the s%c//
Hospital Visitation Committee? And,
as a caring person, effective organizer
and key work,er., can that person also
be voted onto the Synagogue Council?
Can a non-Jewish father who
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supervises security for High Holy Days
be given a mitzvah in between standing
outside for hours so that we can pray
inside?

faith relationships so as to expand
one's social horizons.
Fifth, many divorcees feel that they
`played by the mles' the first time, by

These questions do not just require
an Halachic yes or no, but they demand
an examination of our feelings about a
development that affects our personal
identity and the character of the
synagogue. Without looking at our core
feelings first, we will be unable to

marrying within the faith, but as it did
not work they are free to change the
rules and many out.
Sixth, divorcees are older and more
independent than those marrying for
the first time, and used to running their
own life. The power of family or

address the practical issues.

Question two - completely separate
from how we tackle the involvement
of non-Jews - is what we provide for
the 50 per cent of Jews who still marry
within the colrmunity. Do we assume
that they are a safe element, or could
their number be affected too by mixedfaith marriage, so that in turn 50 per
cent of their children eventually marry
non-Jewish partners and the attrition
rate escalates even further?
Those 50 per cent are vulnerable in
two ways: one is that, although they
have married within the faith, their
children may not do so. The other is
that they themselves may experience a
divorce from their Jewish partner and
if they remany, there is a high chance
that this time they will marry someone
non-Jewish. This is an astonishing
social trend operating within British
Jewry that has been largely ignored
until now but deserves attention.
A study on the subject revealed that
the outmarriage rate for those who had
previously been widowed was 20 per
cent, but for those previously divorced
it was 64.9 per cent. There are seven
reasons why divorced Jews often
choose new spouses from outside the
faith:
First, the hostility against their

former partner may be transferred to
anything which symbolizes them including their religion, even though
they both shared it. A new partner from
a different faith can be seen as free of
former taints.
Second, the break in the marriage is
often accompanied by a break with the
mutual friends they once had. Both
seek out new social circles as far away
as possible from each other, and ones
where there is no Jewish link can seem
attractive.
Third, the sale of the marital home
means splitting assets, with one or both
of them looking for cheaper property,
and often moving to a new area where
there may not be many other Jews.
Fourth, most people find it hard to
establish a new social life. Being part
of a religious minority restricts the pool
of eligible partners even more so. I.t is
therefore very tempting to enter mixed-
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Parents are urged
not to f;eel they
have fetiled, but to
acknowledge the
wider social f;orces

at work in their
children's lives.

They are also told
to ensure that their

disappoininent
crver the

outmarriage is not
made even worse
by losing corttact
with their son or
daughter.
communal pressure to marry within the
faith is considerably lessened.
Fin`ally, many synagogues fail to
provide the support that is needed by
divorcees, either at the time of the
break-up or later on. There are Jewish
divorcees who do not remarry, or who
choose to wed another Jewish partner,
but it is clear that our existing policy
for maintaining Jewish life is under
severe challenge and needs a radical
overhaul.

It is for provoking such thoughts that
we have to be grateful to Kerry Olitzky

for his bcjck Making a Successful
Jewish Interfaith Marriage. It ±s

primarily a guide for mixed-faith
couples, with suggestions on every
stage of the relationship, from early
courtship to the wedding day to the
familiar problems over children's
religious upbringing. The book is easy
to read, full of good insights and has a
useful section entitled `Tips' at the end
of each chapter.
It is clear, however, that Olitzky has
a wider audience in mind, for he takes
the unusual step of writing three
`Special Notes' at the start of the book

for three different groups who are part
of the larger framework in which
mixed-faith couples live and whose
response can dramatically effect the
ability of the couples to establish a
harmonious lifestyle.
Each of his three targets receive a
direct message: Parents are urged not
to feel they have failed, but to
acknowledge the wider social forces at
work in their children's lives. They are
also told to ensure that their
disappointment over the outmarriage
is not made even worse by losing
contact with their son or daughter.
Communal leaders are advised to
view the outmarriage phenomenon as
an opportunity rather than a crisis. If
handled with care, it is a chance to
bring in new members and rebuild a
Jewish life that was already declining
because of an aging community and a
below-zero population growth.
Rabbis are told to reflect on the
Talmudic
distinction
between
befe¢fcfez./cz - before the fact - and
bede 'czvczc7 - after the fact - and thus,

while they should promote inmarriage, they should also accept those
already in an outmarriage and develop
the most constructive response to them.
Whilst the book is essentially a
practical guide, an element of
messianic mysticism creeps in when
Olitzky quotes from the Zohar in order
to reinforce his optimism about the
opportunities created by outmarriage:
`God creates new worlds constantly by causing marriages to take place' (I.
89a).

As it is clear that several decades of
rabbinic fulminations agaihst outmarriage have failed to have the
slightest effect - whether that side of
the Atlantic or this side - the only
option is to adapt to the new world we
inhabit and develop optimistic new
strategies for it .
RABBI DR JONATIIAN ROMAIN, wrz.fer
and broadcaster, is minister of Maidenhead
Synagogue. He recently received the MBE for
his pioneering work with mixed-faith couples in
Britain. His book on the subject, Till Fal\th us Do
Paat , is published by Harpercollins.

from Israel, unable to find a way to
respond to a government with whose
actions I strongly disagreed. The
situation seemed only to be

deteriorating - but what could one
person do?
To my astonishment, I discovered
`quite a lot', though this emerged,

WHEN AWRAHAM
HELD OUT HIS HAND
Jeffrey Newman

A:e|:::ad:::R:I|?fE:#cgT.£TeEi:
begin my `vigil' for the O"er Project,
the Senior Rabbi there, Alexandra
Wright - in a characteristically
generous and thoughtful way - thrust
into my hand yoz.ces/or Pcczce, a book
published after the New York terrorist
disaster of September 11, 2001, in

association with the charity War Child
(Kieman, London, Scribener, 2001).
The foreword, by the Dalai Lama,
became the watchword of the seven
week project:

including a spirited romp through
Judaism by Dan Cohn-Sherbok, though
he limits himself almost entirely to the
Bible. What is missing is much
evidence that the words of Chief Rabbi
Jonathan Sacks have yet been taken
seriously: `If religion is not part of the
solution, it will certainly be part of the
probhe;rri:. (The Dignity Of DiJference,
London, Continuum, 2003) and the
most interesting articles turn out to be
those of the Catholic theologian Hans
K:jin8 on Global Ethic: Development
cz#d Gocz/s and one on the World
Conference of Religions for Peace,
which transcend religious difference

If we could love even those who have
attacked us, and seek to understand
why they have done so, what then
would be our response? Yet if we
meet negativity with negativity, rage
with rage, attack with attack, what
then will be the outcome? These are
the questions that are placed before
the human race today. They are
questions that we have failed to
answer for thousands of years. Failure
to answer them now could eliminate
the need to answer them at all.

brought about the 0772er Project. Sheikh
Yassin was assassinated. Five young
Israelis, who objected to serving in the
Occupied Territories, were imprisoned.

This succinct and powerful piece
updates the teachings of many religious
traditions. To `love one's neighbours',
even one's enemies, may no longer be

And I woke early tom apart - we are
killing each other, and what am I
doing? My flrst thought was to camp
outside the Israeli Embassy - but that

a luxury but a necessity. 7yczr cz7?d

would be to turn Israel into `the
enemy', and to be joined by all sorts of

Peace in World Religions (Sc:hmid+
Leukel, London, SCM, 2004) is
another thoughtful compilation. Here
we read not only the usual apologetics,
proving why `my religion is better than
yours, and speaks only of peace' though there is certainly some of that but also plenty of honest and
sometimes painful self-scrutiny,

and demonstrate the necessity for new
approaches, particularly in conflict
areas, like the former Yugoslavia and
the Middle East.
It was frustration with old thinking `we're right, they're wrong'; or even
`they're right, we're wrong' - that

questionable companions. Spending
seven weeks in a synagogue, the omer

period between Pesach and Shavuot,
thinking, praying, discussing, reading,
meeting, learning seemed more acceptable. But - what was the purpose?
Initially the act itself was its own
purpose. I had become `disengaged'

oddly, at the end of the Project, only
following the question, again of Rabbi
Alexandra Wright, at the time of the
disturbances in Gaza, and the
demonstration by Israeli activists
opposed to house demolitions where a
protestor was killed by a tank shell.
Alexandra's question was: `Shouldn't
we be doing something?' The question
was `What?' and the answers which
emerged were unexpected. Though
simple protest is always a possible and
sometimes necessary response, it is
always limited. Overall, it seemed that
we need to adopt and foster `the
positive'. This was a revelation, even
though it is clear that what is positive
for one person may be negative for
another. Here `positive' means those

people and projects which foster good
relationships, working partnerships,
educational ventures, the search for
righteousness and justice between Jews
and Palestinians, remembering always
that almost 20 per cent of lsrael's

population is made up of Arabs,
including Druze and Beduin, whose
living standards and general welfare
need much attention.
So C Rabbanim b'tilavah' was bo:in `Rabbis in hope' - a grouping
dedicated to supporting Israel and the
Palestinians through what Rabbi Tony
Bayfield has termed `principled
Zionism', by allying ourselves to a
small number of key groups working
in Israel in those centrally important
areas we have identified. Partially, this
will enable us, as rabbis, to speak
knowledgeably about what is
happening and feel part of it. It will
help us to arrange tours and it will
ensure that Israeli and Palestinians who
visit the UK will be able to meet with
members of our communities. But does
such work have any effect?
Many of us are sceptical. The scale
of the problem is so vast, the
entrenched fear and even hatred so
great, the intransigence of the `other
side' so strong that we tend to feel that
`nothing can be done' and certainly

that we, ordinary individuals, can do
nothing.
Such pessimism is ill-founded. Here
are three examples, where `ordinary

people' are bringing about change.
The first is contained in a book with
the dry ti+le Track 11 Diplomacy
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(Feldman, Khalidi, Schiff, London,
MIT Press, 2003) which deals with all
the `backdoor' contacts and informal
discussions in the Middle East to
clarify outstanding disputes and
explore options for resolving them.
`Ordinary' people, several of them
people I know, have here played
important roles - university teachers,
economists, business men, doctors ordinary people who are trusted by
those in power and who have the
freedom to meet with the `other side',
unconstrained by the usual limitations.
rrczck // DzP/oroczc}; outlines the work
that can be done when there are
sponsors, that is individuals, groups or
governments who are prepared to
finance and support such contacts and
when the discussions are held with the
assistance of `mentors', people in
leadership positions who will ensure
that ideas, documents, understandings
that are reached in the unofficial
`negotiations' have a wider influence.
Reading this book, with its detailed
analysis of Oslo, and Stockholm, of
Project `Charlie' where right-wing
settlers met secretly with Palestinians,
meetings that contain more seeds of
hope than any of us could expect, of
Israeli-Syrian contacts and discussions,
provides understanding and inspiration
of what is possible - and the
limitations. I am proud to know Ahmad
Khalidi, who is one of the four authors,
together with a Palestinian colleague
and Shai Feldman of the Jaffee Centre,
and Ze'ev Schiff, defence editor of
Ha'Aretz.
John Marks, the Founder and
President of Search for Common
Ground (www.sfcg.org) is someone
else I have just met whose major work
is making a difference, not only in the
Middle East and Africa, in Indonesia
and the Ukraine, in perhaps fourteen of
the most conflict-tom areas in the
world, but also in the United States,
where he is based. Another `ordinary
person',
whose
vision
and
determination and drive is bringing
about change and hope, whose
organization, in fact, acted as Sponsor
to some of the key rrtzc¢J7meetings in
the Middle East, John demonstrates
once again that we can, with care, act
in the face of inertia and hostility and
help develop trust.
No one, perhaps, exemplifies this
more than Awraham Soetendorp, rabbi
in the Hague, who has become an
ambassador of the Jewish people
throughout the world in his tireless
work, especially for children and the
environment, with people of all faiths.
His Leo Baeck College thesis was on
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the `waters' of Creation, in Ge73eLsz.s

One story that
Awrahcun tells is Of

a Palestinian
woman whom he
met when at a
meeting Of the
World Economic
Forum in Davos.
Wneen he was

introduced to her,
she started
shouting at him,
f iuriously, venting
her rage on this
representative Of
Israel cnd, the
Jewish people, who
had destrayed her
dream, who was
oppressing her
people. Awraham
sensitively and
timorously offdred
his hand to her,
which she grasped
tighily, all the while
contirming her
tirade. And yet it
slowed, gradrally
she calmed

and Pscz/77!s: how strange that now he is
also working in Green Cross
International (www.gci.ch) with the
last Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev

(whom he met all those years ago when
campaigning on behalf of Soviet
Jewry) on issues of `water' throughout
the world. One story that Awraham
tells is of a Palestinian woman whom
he met when at a meeting of the World
Economic Forum in Davos. When he
was introduced to her, she started
shouting at him, furiously, venting her
rage on this representative of Israel and
the Jewish people, who had destroyed
her dream, who was oppressing her
people in countless ways, and whose
anger was uncontrolled. Would it be
possible, wondered Awraham, to
stretch out a hand even in the midst of
all this fury? Literally, Awraham - how
was this possible? - sensitively and
timorously offered his hand to her,
which she grasped tightly, all the while
continuing her tirade. And yet it slowed,
gradually she calmed and gradually too,
over a period, they began to talk,
seriously and sensibly and openly.
So -will Rabbanim b 'tikvah flourish
or disappear as quickly as it has
emerged? Fortunately, it is being
hosted, for a while, under the sbelter
of the Rabbinic Development
Foc£#c7czfz.o7z, a charity which was

started about four years ago precisely
to support the work of rabbis in Britain
and Europe - there is an organizational
framework already available of which
we can take advantage. How will we
know whether we are succeeding?
Perhaps in the fact that we rabbis can
speak confidently about developments
in Israel which we know are
contributing to a peaceful and just
settlement. There are so many issues
which need addressing and we and our
communities can be part of the
solution. As Jews, we have so many
resources - financial, educational,
intellectual, spiritual that we can bring
to bear when we are determined. And
we do need humility - the awareness
that with all our power we cannot
control but that we must listen and
understand and then help,
as
sensitively as we are able.
And what of the 077?er next year?
Will it, once again, be a period of

renewal and reawakening? Of course .
RABBI JEFFREY NEWMAN, emerj.Zws rczbbz.
of Finchley Roform Synagogue has been
involved in Israeli-Palestinian work i;or solne
years. He currently works as rabbinic advisor
to the Rabbinic Development Foundation and
the Assembly of Rabbis and is a Governor Of
LBC-CJE.
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Dow Marmur

Dow Marrrmr, Polish born, refugee in Uzbehistan, Swedish edrcated, British rabbi, Canadian citizen and chch
is one Of the most inportant Roform leaders Of the second half Of the 20`h centwry. His memoir, S;TXTjIves,
was published in Canada in September 2004 by Key Porter Books Of Toronto.
The following is an extract.

JUDAISM HAS GIVEN ME

DIRECTION
A::L::h:::boep:n:v:|fe:ed¥::-:t:
have to write a curriculum vitae. The
two jobs I applied for but never got rabbi in Stockholm and general
secretary of the Refomi Synagogues of
Great Britain - did not require a CV
since I was well known to those
concerned. Perhaps because of it, I
have always feared that I would be
`found out' any day and sent packing,
ending up driving a cab or selling ice
crealn because I did not have adequate
academic qualifications. My distance
from co-workers and toughness toward
many of them may stem from this fear.
My endeavours to act honestly and
with integrity may not have been
because I am such a fine person, but
because I could not bear the
humiliation of appearing weak and
indecisive. I may have been trying to
expiate my father's ghost.
I do not believe, however, that it is
fear or anxiety that has brought me to
religion. The common wisdom that
fear is the beginning of faith does not
resonate with me. Had this been my
driving force I would probably have
ended up a rabid fundamentalist as so

Dow Marmur
many `bom again' religionists do. Fear
as a motivating force in religion may
be relevant to those who in their early
years have been coerced into believing,
but that does not apply to me. Religion
was totally absent from my childhood.
If I encountered it, be it among the men
in our hut in Uzbekistan or in the few
Muslims I would occasionally see
prostrating themselves in prayer, it
never occurred to me that it had
anything to do with me. I did not seem
to have been even curious about it.
When my ffiends in the Uzbek village
were circumcised, I heard prayers
recited, but they meant nothing. I did
not even perceive my bar mitzvah as a
religious occasion.
The school I attended in post-war
Poland was totally secular, as were the

people with whom we mixed. Though
my aunts, when we met them upon our
arrival in Sweden in 1948, appeared to
be Orthodox, it was obvious even to
me that it was their way to confomi
and had no religious significance. I

recall that I tried to please them and for
a few weeks said the traditional prayers
every moming. I even donned the
tefillin with which the Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee provided me
upon my bar mitzvah. My parents were
not pleased and, as I did not feel much
when I did, it I soon stopped.
My way to God was primarily the
outcome of, first, a search for structure
and, later, a quest for meaning and
purpose. I needed to know what it was
all about, and the only people who
Seemed to offer guidelines were
religious people. I did not find any
Jews who might help, but Christian
teachers in my school helped,
particularly one. I felt that if these
people for whom I had great respect
believed, there must be something to
it. Perhaps ihad not Ove Nordstandh,
my homeroom teacher who taught
Christianity, encouraged me do a paper
on Judaism, I might have sought
myself within some Christian group,
but, once I began to leam about my
tradition, I was hooked. Judaism has
not given me security or peace of mind,
but it has given me direction. All
stumbling blocks notwithstanding, I
feel that I know where I'm going.
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Looking back, I discern a purpose that
has bestowed upon me much blessing
and filled me with endless gratitude.
But I was never `born again,'
because what attracted me to Judaism
was its rational manifestations. I was
in search of convictions. My Judaism
has never been emotional. To the
extent that the Jewish world is still
divided between the pious and the
rationalists, I most decidedly belong to
the latter. But my theology may have
been influenced by my psychological
makeup. In retrospect I realize that my
stance was authoritative, even
authoritarian. Even those who came to
me for pastoral guidance tended to do
so, not because they wanted me to hold
their hand and cry with them, but
because they wanted to be guided
toward a goal.
It's only in recent years that I have
come to relate to God as ffczrac%¢772cz7t,

the Merciful, and realized that, even
more than the strength of God, it's the
caring, nurturing God who really
speaks to us. I now also know that,
though I may have learnt much
Judaism, it's Fredzia, my wife, who's
the real believer. So I no longer agonize
over why God allows evil in the world.
Instead, I seek God's comforting
presence. I believe that the essence of
holiness is to be found in this search. I
have learned much from those
exponents of Judaism who stress this
dimension of the divine.
My Jewish practice, on the other
hand, may have its roots in anxiety.
Though I was not brought up to regard
Orthodox Jewish practice as natural,
and though my theological outlook
makes relatively little room for it, I am
a very structured person, perhaps even
obsessively so. I know of no better
definition of happiness than the sense
of having done my duty. Though on
intellectual grounds I carmot accept the
traditional notion of Halachah, Jewish
law, as binding, I believe that mitzvah,
commandment, is essential for Jewish
life. I believe that as Jews we've been
commanded by God and that the
sources of Judaism, both biblical and
rabbinic, testify to the nature of the
commandments. There are different
ways of responding to them. My way
is that of Reform Judaism. I have tried
to live by it as best I can. My life is not
Halachic (Orthodox), but it is Jewishly
structured. Sanctification of time,
prayer and the study of our tradition
are central to it. It's one of several
ways in which I seek to bear witness to
my colrmitment to God.
I have often framed my appeal on
behalf of Jewish practice in terms of
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`incremental Judaism.' It's my way of

recognizing that for many Jews,
especially those to whom I've
ministered over the years, maximal and
consistent observance isn't possible.
As it's not really possible for me, I
wouldn't try to impose it on others.

But I believe in an experimental way to
God. It implies a widening of the range
of religious experiences in our daily
life by adopting more and more aspects
of traditional conduct. I have,
therefore, urged congregants to

Though I have
never lanown how to
measure success ,
one great source Of
corrfort and
reassurci:nce is that

I have parted on the
best Of terms with

all the three
congregations I have
served.
embrace `one mitzvah at a time' and
thus enrich their Jewish lives.
As important as individual conduct
is in this scheme of things, the primary
way in which the testimony will be
effective is by making room for the
collective. I see Judaism not only,
perhaps not even primarily, as a private
matter, but as a public concern. The
minyan, the quorum needed before
certain prayers can be said, is an
important category in Judaism. It
speaks to me. That's why, whenever
possible, I'd rather pray in a
congregation than by myself.
Perhaps, again because I do not think
very much of myself, I find it
impossible to look at the universe as if
it were created with me in the centre. I
get impatient with those, many of them
rabbis, who try to persuade audiences
that the seeming coincidences in their
lives have cosmic significance and thus
explain their being religious leaders.
My religious outlook makes for
humility and gratitude for being, and
for being able to act as a witness to

God's presence in the world. I see
myself as a tool and regard the
rabbinate as the privileged way of
acting as such. Teaching is a way of
testifying. With Abraham Joshua
Heschel I believe that the sense of awe
and wonder is the root of religious
faith. I try to reflect this sense in
everything I do.
My commitment to duty goes far
beyond personal observance. Most of
my work has been shaped by my sense
of obligation, including pastoral work.
In retrospect, I am not at all sure that I
enjoyed much in the rabbinate beyond
teaching and preaching, yet I tried to
be as conscientious as possible,
because to be negligent would have
made me unbearably uncomfortable.
The thought of being accused of having
failed an individual or a task fllled me
with enormous anxiety, so I did what I
had to do in order to be able to sleep at
night.
Though I have never known how to
measure success, one great source of
comfort and reassurance is that I have
parted on the best of terms with all the
three congregations I have served. I aln
also gratified that virtually all the
presidents of these congregations and
many other leaders have become more
intimate friends at the end of their temi
of office than they were in the
beginning. Despite my awkwardness,
they seem to have come to appreciate
my colnritment and my devotion. I
feel truly blessed.

Though my religious commitment
has other sources, I am well aware that
to the extent that I have been a
successful rabbi, it is not due to a
natural talent for scholarship and
interaction with people, but out of fear
at being a failure. I worked much
harder than I had to. I ovexprepared
most sermons, lectures, articles and
even minor talks to assure myself
rather than impress others. As a result,
my presentations often lacked
spontaneity and did not go down as
well as I had hoped. Whatever I did
achieve, however, was not to satisfy
some burning desire to be a success,
but out of a burning fear of being a
failure. In the same way as my alleged
courage is the result of my fear of
cowardice,
so
is
my
alleged
professional success the result of being
afraid of idleness that might precipitate
failure. Appearing tough became
something of a protecting shield in the

pursuit of both courage and success .
RABBI DOW MARMUR, cz grczd#cr/e a/Leo
Baeck College, served congregations in Ill;ord,
Golders Green and Toronto. He now lives in
Toronto and Jerusalem.

BARRY HYMAN IN CONVERSATION WITH

MARTIN BENSON

Martin Benson, Actor, Artist, Documentary Producer, Member Of Radlett & Bushey
Roform Synagogue, talks to MARTNAho
Q: Wrczs zfeere mwcfe yiddishkeit z.7z j;oc#

upbringing?
A: On a table which traps the evening
sunlight stands a cigarette box, the
inscription well worn, but just
legible after years of polishing:
`Presented to Samuel Benson by

Edmonton & Tottenham Hebrew
Congregation.'
My
father's
involvement set the tone for the
family to follow. Knowing that his
shop would close at Friday sunset
earned respect from the local nonJewish population.
Q.. Did this have any bearing on your
choice Of profession?
A: I calne out of the army in 1946.
Uncle Issar asked what I was going
to do. `I'm going to be an actor,' I
said. `So show me,' he said. `Act!'

At the time I was apprenticed to
Boots at ten shillings a week, knowing that if I worked hard and took
exams I might become a pharmacist. The scientific environment
stood me in good stead when I later
established my film studio in
Radlett where I made documentary
and training films, while advancing
my film career.
Q: The International Movie Database
Website (imdb.com) shows your
first role, Of some eighty, in a film
in 1948 when you were thirty.
Bofore then?
A: I was well occupied between
Dunkirk in 1940 and GHQ Cairo in
1946. The war over, I had a glorious
opportunity of involvement in
theatre. I posted myself to
Alexandria, found an empty
building and converted it into a
theatre. Still a serving officer, I ran
it as a repertory company.
Q: Perhaps your best Jenown film role
is that Of Kralahome, the King's
yz.zz.er z.7z The King & I. F772czf 14/czs

Yul Brynner like to work with?
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A: That was the role which provided
me with the best opportunity to
date. I did work with Brymer again
in England. He tended to keep to
himself; there was no off-duty
socializing. When 77!e Kz.72g & J

was at the Palladium I went
backstage to say hello and found
strong-arln men on duty at the door
and the dressing room painted
black. Each to his own taste.
Q: You tended to specialize in sihi,ster
roles. Ever yearn to play the hero?
A: No - villains are more interesting.
What I most enjoy is playing a
villain with an extra dimension
which could equally have applied
to the hero. This is so you are not
sure which he is. The test is whether
the character's name is better
remembered that the actor's. This
is what I was seeking in Baling
Studios' Script Department and
when I became Story Editor for the
TV se;I±es Douglas Fairbanks
Presehis.

Q: You've done lots Of TV, perhaps the
oddest role as the Vogon Captain
z.7? The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy. ,4re j;ow cz/cz#?

A: Yes, I admire its creator Douglas
Adams. People have said that they
wish it had been done as a feature
film. I don't agree. Much of the
charm arises from the selfcontained characterization which is
not swamped by special effects.
(In fact a film is in production with
John Malkovich and Bill Nighy. A
new Radio production has just been
broadcast.)
Q: You had your actors' studio for
some years. How did you get into
teaching?
A: In my thirties I thought I could do
anything in films. (I once had a
spell as film critic for the JC.) I
wrote a book on fllm acting when I

barely know the left of the camera
from the right. This prompted some
fledgling actors to apply to me for
training. I don't think they suffered
any harm and some went onto
greater things. This experience was
valuable when, from my Radlett
Studio, I made documentaries
which required scientists to present
themselves credibly to camera.
Q: You are a talented painter. How
did that begin?
A: In the Amy I became friends with
Gerard de Rose ARA. We remained
friends when he became Head of
Painting at Maidstone School of
Art. While in 77ze Kz.7£g & J at Drury

Lane I had spells offstage and time
between matinee and evening
performances. With my dressing
room a second home, I began
to paint. I had pictures in the RA
Summer Exhibitions in the 1950s,
since when I have held one-man
exhibitions.
I
specialize
in
theatrical portraits.
Q.. I remember recognizing you on
your first visit to Radlett & Bushey,
whereyouworshipregularly.When

you read the Haftarch there is a
rapt, awed silence at your
impeccable delivery. What do you
get out Of a Shabbat service?
A: It's a fifty mile round trip so I don't
show up every week, but this makes
anticipation doubly acute. It's like

greeting old friends to find
passages which appear in every
service, but in particular I look
forward to the wit and wisdom of
the sermon. I have the habit of
leaving after the Kaddish. It leaves
something of the service as a link
to the beginning of the next Shabbat
service, something practical in the
continuity of century with century,
year with year, Shabbat with

Shabbat I
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QUHEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704

for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
fomi the Church Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all
practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be
associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the
calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results

remain mutually rewarding.

LEIVIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone: 020 7580 7313 Fax: 020 7580 2179

Email: fca@lewis-golden.co.uk
NEIL BENSoN FCA
DAvlD EDWARDS ACA

ATII

ANDREW Moss FCA

GRAHAM KrNCH

STUART WEBBER ACA

KEITH MITCHELL ACCA

Bogod Group plc

BERNINA & SINGER SEVING MACHINES

ELICA CO0KHR HOODS
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I PRAYED AT

THE SPOT
WHERE MY
FARENTS
MARRIED
Colin Eimer

HE
AUTHOR THOMAS
Keneally relates in a recent
article how he, a non-Jewish
Australian with little contact with

T

lows, carne to `^rrfue Schindler's Ark in
1982. That book - and Spielberg's
1993 film -made Oskar Schindler the
most famous of the cfeczsz.dez. zt7„o/
%cz 'o/czm, those honoured by Israel as

being `righteous among the nations of
the world'.
The article was particularly resonant
for me because the previous week I
had been outside what had been the
Schindler factory, in Krakow, in
Poland. I was leading a group of
members of Finchley and Southgate
Reform Synagogues on a short visit to
Krakow and Warsaw.
The trip began symbolically. Ready
to leave the synagogue for the airport,
our coach would not start. At such
moments,
tension
levels
rise
proportionately to the possibility of
missing the plane. This time, that
`normal' anxiety was there, but
something else too: a countervailing
feeling, almost, as if to say: `maybe
it's besfeerz, destined, that we should
miss the plane. What are we doing,

music - except that the bulk of the
clientele are non-Jewish Poles.

Is itjust a Central and East European
phenomenon - when all your Jews
have been wiped out, you can then
celebrate their culture, history and
contribution to society? Romanticizing
the past can make it easier, even
unnecessary, to confront the darker
reality. The group was struck by how
Jewishly-knowledgeable our various
guides were and by their empathic
understanding of Jewish suffering.
Members of the group asked me, in a
whisper, almost incredulously, `is the
guide Jewish?' Only the one in Warsaw
was. Sometimes we want our suffering
to be unique, exclusive, excluding all
others. Yet our guide at Auschwitz lost
members of her family there. Jews find

it hard to hear, but a very high
percentage of non-Jewish families lost
somebody to the Nazis.
We went to Auschwitz-Birkenau,
some thirty miles from Krakow. One
of the group asked me why the guide
kept on talking about `Oswiecim' and
`Brzezinka' rather than `Auschwitz'

gigantic cemetery. I am no historian of
Polish-Jewish relations, but that history
is not just a story of unrelenting antiSemitism. There has been a curiously
interdependent relationship between
Polish Jews and non-Jews, complex
and grey, rather than black and white.
Virtually no formal Jewish life
remains in Krakow, yet the old Jewish

and `Birkenau'? I explained that the
latter were the names given to these
places by the Germans. How should
we refer to them? By their almost
impossible-to-pronounce Polish names
or in the language of those who made
them into synonyms for Jewish mass
murder?
And what should happen to these
camps over time? Should there be a
really good museum on the site while
time and weather are allowed to take
their toll of the remaining structures?
The barbed wire of the perimeter
fences has been replaced a number of

Quarter is bustling. Many synagogues
have been restored since the collapse
of Communism in 1989. Restaurants
offer Jewish-style food and k/ez773er

times
sense
least.
could

going to Poland anyway?'
Few Jews can go there without
feeling ambivalent. For much of the
time, it is like wandering around a

since 1945. It gives us some
of what the place looked like, at
Those who deny the Holocaust
argue: `If the barbed wire isn't
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authentic, how do we know that
anything else is?' It is a nonsense
argument, but easy to see how some
might use it.
Poland remains an immense Jewish
graveyard. And yet... and yet...

On Friday night we held a service in
the beautifully restored Krakow
Refomi Synagogue, dating from the
1870s. With tears in my eyes, I began
the service by explaining that, on 23
August 1936, my parents got married
in that synagogue. Most of those
present at that cfez{jxpczfe were no longer

alive in 1945. I know that somewhere

around sixty members of my family
perished.
And yet... and yet - for me, their
son, a rabbi, to stand at that Z7z.77eczfe and

conduct the Erev Sfeczbbczf service was

saying something.
And yet... and yet - among those
guests was also a six-month-old baby
who was hidden by his parents in 1940.
He survived the war, married and had a
daughter called Magda. She is my
second cousin, and I had lunch with
her and her husband on Shabbat.
Halachically she is not Jewish, yet she
has a very strong sense of Jewish
identity and kinship. She has been
involved with the excellent annual
Festival of Jewish Culture held in
Krakow for the past few years. She
tries to learn Hebrew. In some senses
she is not that much less Jewishlyinvolved than some members of my
community.
And yet ..... and yet - waiting for
Magda in the hotel foyer that Shabbat
moming I saw a white-haired man in
his seventies being embraced by a
slightly younger man. With their wives
and children, they all had tears in their
eyes. The younger man's son - they
now live in Tel Aviv - explained that
the older man's parents, not Jewish and
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Virtually no f ;ormal
Jewish life remains
in Krakow, yet the

old Jewish Quarter
is bustling. Many
synagogues have

been restored since
the collapse Of
Communism in
1989. Restaurants
of fer Jewish-style
f ;ood and ELez:rmer

music - except that
the bulk Of the
clientele are
non-Jewish Poles.

his father's parents had been good
friends in pre-war Krakow. Not long
after the war started, the parents had
gone out, leaving the older boy to
babysit for the younger. The Gestapo
were going house-to-house looking for
Jews, but the older boy told them he
was alone. His family saved that young
Jewish boy, who survived the Shoah
and eventually went to Israel. In 1988,
when EI Al was allowed to fly into
Poland, his son said his father was on
that first flight. The old men had met a
few times since then, but this might
well be their last meeting.
We know there were not enough
`righteous gentiles'. But there were

more in Poland than anywhere else in
occupied Europe. Not every Christian
Pole was an anti-Semite. It is easy, out
of our anguish and pain, to blame
others for not having done enough. But
none of us know how we would have
behaved in such a situation.
And yet. . . and yet - we held a Yizkor
at the ruins of one of the five
crematoria at Birkenau. We read some
of the words of the So#derho77t77€cz73do,

those prisoners forced to man the gas
chambers and crematoria, who knew
they would be killed, who often found
relatives and friends among the bodies
they handled, who wrote what they saw
on scraps of paper and hid them among
the ashes - and they are still being
found. They wanted the world to know
what had happened there.
That Yizkor said something about
Jewish survival and continuity: `Yes,
we have been through the most
murderous and appalling traumas and

yet we have survived and rebuilt
Jewish life after 1945 - and we are
here ! '

And

Ghetto wall, Krakow.

yet...

and

yet...

of

the

approximately one hundred hours that
continued on next page
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we spent in Poland, it was probably the
last one which spoke so powerfully of
the future. On our way to Warsaw

very agitated: `She should convert!'

one of them blurted out indignantly.
`But she's very committed to her
Catholicism,' replied Jan. `Do you

To be in Poland is
to see a Jewish
community dealing
with the Oftermath
Of the Shock and

more than
Warsaw Ghetto wall.

forty years of
Communism, more

than half a century
Of enormous
disruption,
Broken gravestones.
airport we went to Bez.Z Wczrszczwcz, the

new Warsaw Reform community. It
was established by a Polish-born Jew
who survived the Shoah, ended up in
the States and became significantly
wealthy. That enabled him to become
the benefactor of this new Reform
community.
We met him and Jan Weinsberg, the
leader of the community. Born in
Warsaw soon after the war, Jan's
family had been assimilated Jews.
They
had
a
strong
Jewish
consciousness, but no Jewish life - like
many Jews in England. He was not
circumcised. Many Jews who survived
the Shoali didn't circumcise their sons
for a few years after 1945. For it was

the way Germans found out which
males were Jewish. Jam did, in fact,
have himself circumcised in his late
teens. In 1968, he and his family went
to Canada. He eventually spent four

years in Israel, married and had a
family. Now divorced, he returned to
Poland after the collapse of
Communism in 1989, and is now the
energy behind this nascent Warsaw
Reform Community. His current
partner is Catholic and they plan to get
married in church. This made the group
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upheaval and
challenge to
Jewish identity,
being and
community.

ago, an `anomalous' Jewish identity.
There are those in same-sex
relationships, those living with nonJews very supportive of their partner's
desire to raise Jewish children. There
are many where both are born Jewish
but one has little, if no interest, while
the other is deeply committed and
involved. We have many couples
where both are born Jewish and both
have little interest in Jewish life.
`Jewish identity' takes many forms in
today's Jewish world.

And the day after I came back, the
main topic for discussion at the
Assembly of Rabbis was, precisely,
how can we be more inclusive of the
non-Jews in our communities?
To be in Poland is to see a Jewish
community dealing with the aftermath
of the Shoah and more than forty years

of Communism, more than half a
century of enormous disruption,
upheaval and challenge to Jewish
identity, being and community.
The complexities of Jewish identity
in Poland are, in some sense, no more
than an exaggerated - possibly not all
that exaggerated -form of the issues of
Jewish identity in our part of the Jewish
world, saved from the ravages of the
Nazis by just twenty-two miles of
English Channel. In truth, the `old'
defihitions no longer apply with quite
the neatness and ease of application

that they did - or we assume they did.
As we concluded the Yizkor I
wanted to sing a77t );I.srcze/ cfeczz., `the

people Israel lives'. We didn't -song
in such a place was inappropriate and
the song has been `hijacked' by certain
parts of the Jewish world, and made
into higher kitsch.
But standing there, and being at Beit
Warszawa, I knew that cr7# );I.srcze/ cfeczz.

think it appropriate for you to remain
Chairman of the community in such a
situation?' asked another. `She's very
supportive of me,' Jan said, adding,
`anyway we're not planning to have

any children. '
Jan's story and that of my cousin are
not unusual. Jewish identity does not
fit into the neat categories we are used
to in this country - a place which has
never been occupied, with no major
outbreaks of official or unofficial antiSemitism for 350 years.
Jewish identity means very different
things there - or does it?

Running my eye down my
communities' membership lists I can
see that there are many members like

Jan and Magda - with what many
would have considered, not so long

did make sense. We have survived the
shocks and changes of the twentieth
century and we will survive future
ones. Not because there is any virtue in
being persecuted - there is none at all.
Nor is there any in using that fact,
heaven forbid, to define our being the `I-am-Jewish-because-there-arepeople-out-there-who-want-to-kill-me'
philosophy of Jewish existence. We
will survive because, in spite of all
that, there are those who are 772esfewgge

enough to continue to want to identify
as Jews and with the Jewish
community, who still find meaning and

puxpose in Jewish existence .
RABBI COLIN EIMER I.s, w7]j.gc/e/}J, Se#j.oJ-

Rabbi Of both Southgate & District and Finchley
Reform Synagogues. A graduate Of Leo Baeck
College, he has taught Hebrew there for many

years

and

cominents

regularly

on

his

colleagues ' gi.ammatical errors.
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Lawrence
Rigal,
a
veteran
congregational rabbi, and Rosita
Rosenberg, a past executive director,
have been able to draw upon a wealth
of personal experience, advised closely
by Rabbi David Goldberg. The
incorporation of both lay and clerical
perspectives is appropriate in recording
the history of a movement whose
origins were so dependent upon the lay
efforts of the administrator Lily
Montagu and the scholar Claude
Montefiore.
The book has two main divisions,
with Rigal's treatment of the first fifty

THE FIRST

CENTURY
Daniel Langton
LIBERAL JUDAISM:
THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS
L Rigal and R Rosenberg,
Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues,
London, 2004,
ISBN 0-900521-22-8

Hundred Years ±s the first

L[BERAL
institutional
JUDAISM,
historyTHE
of what
FIRST
has
been described as the reformation of
Anglo-Reform Judaism. It begins with
the emergence in 1902 of the fragile,
ecumenical alliance of progressiveminded individuals known as the
Jewish Religious Union (JRU) and
moves on to the establishment of the
Liberal Jewish Synagogue (LJS) and
the growth of the Union of Liberal and
Progressive Synagogues (ULPS),
which by 2002 incorporated thirty
congregations. Very much an in-house
production, the book's authors
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years emphasizing chronological
developments, and Rosenberg' s survey
of the following fifty years
highlighting themes such as the place
of women, theological training,
Zionism, and relations with the Refomi
and Orthodox communities. There is at
times a tendency towards hagiography
and triumphalism. But an honest
attempt is made to report internal
divisions from the tensions between
the poorer East End and richer West
End congregations in the early
twentieth century, and to trace the shift
of power away from the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue itself to the Union of
Liberal and Progressive Synagogues in
the post-War period.
Sprinkled
throughout are the charming anecdotes
of the insider. In the 1930s the JRU
services were occasionally interrupted
when the microphone system picked
up passing taxis. During a period of
silent congregational prayer a
disembodied voice was once heard to
announce `Receiving you loud and
clear!' to.99). In 1946 a synagogue

council meeting was interrupted when
it became evident that a burglary was
in progress in the house next door, and
the council adjourned to apprehend the
housebreakers ¢.136). In the 1980s

members of the ULPS educational
evening institute discovered that a
fellow classmate of several years
standing had been arrested as a
suspected spy, with the result that the
security services descended upon the
Montagu Centre, that notorious hotbed
of international espionage to.257).
A constant theme throughout is the
Liberal call for pluralism and for
tolerance of different Jewish voices
within Anglo-Jewry. So it comes as no
surprise that the authors are critical
about relations with the Orthodox
community over the last century. Chief
Rabbis are presented in the context of,
often disingenuously, attacking the
development of progressive forms of
Judaism. Chief Rabbi Hemian Adler
casts doubt on the authenticity of the

JRU, not least because of the paucity
of Hebrew in their services and
suggestion that they used Christian
hymns. His successor, J.H. Hertz, is
convinced that the Liberal agenda is to
replace Sabbath services with Sunday
services, and that it leads to
Christianity to.66). Lord Immanuel
Jakobvits promises to build bridges
among English Jews but demonstrates
his demolition skills instead, at one
point drawing causal connections
between early Reform Judaism and the
Holocaust

(p.172).

The

present

incumbent Jonathan Sacks discredits
himself by his shabby treatment of the
memory of the reform rabbi and moral
authority Hugo Gryn, and by his boast
that Reform, Liberal and Masorti
movements know `that they have no
enemy or opponent equal to the Chief
Rabbi' ®.175).

The uneasy relations between the
Liberal and Refomi communities are
treated in more detail and with greater
nuance. On the one hand, a key area of
cooperation has been a combined front
in the conflict with the Chief
Rabbinate. Stress is also placed upon
exchange of pulpits and the frequent,
hopeful attempts of individuals of each
community regarding educational
collaborative efforts such as the
rabbinical training centre Leo Baeck
College and the Centre for Jewish
Education, and social initiatives such
as aid for Soviet Jewry a.214). On the
other hand, Rigal more than once
blames the intransigence of the Reform
Synagogues for the breakdown in
relations, and is pleased to compare
the reversal of fortunes between 1914
and 1937, by which time `West London
[Reform] was frightened of being taken
over by the JRU and its group of
member
Synagogues'
(p.96).
Rosenberg concludes her own
observations with the words of Rabbi
Dr John Rayner, `the two movements
are destined to co-exist in competition
as well as in cooperation' a.215).
As for Jewish-Christian relations,

the contributions of the movement are
recognized as an important expression
of the Liberal ethos, despite an
awareness that this attitude has
provoked accusations that Liberal
Judaism leads to Christianity ®.67).
From Rabbi Israel Mattuck and Lily
Montagu's involvement with the
London Society of Jews and Christians,
to Rabbi Leslie Edgar's participation
in the Council of Christians and Jews,
the authors stress that Liberal Jews
have sought dialogue and friendship
with other religions. It is somewhat
continued on next page
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remarkable, then, that no mention is
made of Claude Montefiore in this
context. The co-founder's welldocumented obsession with Christianity
is entirely absent. Montefiore believed
that Jews had a lot to learn from Jesus.
In particular, those ideas of Jesus
which were `off the main Jewish line
of development' really caught his
attention. Jesus was important as a
prophetic opponent of legalism,
someone interested in marginal groups,
in self-denial, in renunciation of this
world, and in heroic, if occasionally
impractical, ethical ideals. Montefiore
viewed the Apostle to the Gentiles, St
Paul, as entirely misguided on a range
of issues but nevertheless used him as
a kind of devotional aid, someone to be
emulated in terms of drive,
universalistic beliefs, and caution
against self-righteousness. While he
never introduced New Testament
readings
in
the
LJS
service,
Montefiore's secretary recalls that he
prepared some selections, and he
himself wrote of translating the
Anglican Liberalism of his tutor at
Oxford, Benjamin Jowett, `into
Jewish' /sz.c/. The authors appear to
have succumbed to the temptation in
today's more conservative climate to
ignore the eccentricities of their
intellectual powerhouse and founder,
who once observed, only half in jest,
`My originality is my queer mixture,
half Jew and half Christian. '
Regarding the place of women, the
authors are celebratory about the role
that women have played in the history
of Anglo-Liberal Judaism, whose
disproportionate attendance
and
support were commented upon by
friend and foe alike. A wonderful
inclusion among the appendices is a
1902 Jewz's% 77or/d account of the first
JRU service, which records `a
preponderance of ladies' who `of
course sat promiscuously' alongside
the men (p.300). Both authors
graduated from the Liberal Jewish
youth movement to go on to become
leaders, and Lily Montagu undoubtedly
occupies a special place in their hearts.
An able administrator and energetic

youth worker and preacher, Montagu
left her mark on the movement
particularly in the emphasis upon youth
work and in her insistence upon the
role of active mission and propaganda
in achieving their ends. Rosenberg's
disappointment is evident in her
account of the failure of an
independent, proactive Federation of
Women within the ULPS, in stark
contrast to their American counterparts
who have been instrumental in
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`empowering women to be leaders of

both sexes' a.242).
One of the most significant changes
in the intellectual landscape of Liberal

Judaism - and of Reform, too - has
been
the
movement
from
theologically-justified anti-Zionism to
an acceptance of the central role that
Israel plays in modem Jewish thought.

Montagu, Mattuck and Montefiore in
particular condemned the so-called
`Zionist
baal',
fearful
of the
undermining of the spiritual and nonnational understanding of Judaism. A
later Liberal minister and ardent
Zionist, Maurice Perlzweig, left to
serve a Reform congregation in 1938,
unhappy with the anti-Zionism of the
Liberal

leadership

(p.79).

Rigal

maintains that one of the first
consequences of the growth of Liberal
congregations after the war (the
consequence of first and second
generation members leaving London)
and the movement's increasing
democratization, was a profound
change of attitude towards Zionism.
This, he suggests, came about at least
partly as a result of the plight of
Holocaust survivors and the story of
the Exod#s, together with the creation
of the Jewish State itself. He records
that by the time of the Suez Crisis in
1956 many Liberal Jews expressed
strong support for Israel, and that by
1967 the prayer book included several
prayers for the State. Liberals, Rigal
reminds us, produced the first British

prayerbook to include a prayer for
Israel Independence Day to.82).
The story of the Liberal Jewish
movement is very much one of
experimentation, as demonstrated in
Rigal's overview of the development
of the Anglo-Liberal liturgy, which
clearly reflected shifting contemporary
interests
and
concerns.
Five
generations of prayer book are
identified, each demonstrating some
kind of innovation. The first stage in
1902 heralded the inclusion of more
English and less Hebrew in the service;
the second stage from 1903 saw the

provision of various altematives for
Sabbath services; the third stage from
1923 was characterized by an emphasis
on stimulating prayer and the inclusion
of often non-Jewish devotional
readings such as Plato, Shelley,
Browning, and the Apocrypha; the
fourth stage from 1962 included the
introduction of modem English and the
alteration of Hebrew prayers to accord
with Liberal beliefs; the fifth stage
from 1995 saw the adoption of
inclusive language, in line with trends
elsewhere in the religious world. The

authors are proud of the unique and
more recent involvement of lay
consultancy panels in the creation of
Liberal Jewish Liturgy to.289). Yet the
story of experimentation and progress
must be tempered with recognition of
occasional reassessment and retraction.

There can be no doubt that Montefiore
would have been disappointed at the
trends in recent decades towards
Zionism, the increasing use of Hebrew
rather than the English vernacular, and
the abandonment of his dream of Jew
and Christian worshipping together in
harmony, unconcerned about the name
given to their new religious fellowship,
united by a theology that drew upon
the best of both religious worlds.
Nevertheless,
progressive
or
regressive, it would be difficult to
accuse the movement of paralysis or
fossilization,
despite
its
static
membership numbers. Interest in

women and modem marginals has been
an abiding characteristic and the
authors are speaking from within this
tradition when they call for recognition
of `market needs' , for bolder initiatives
such as a more welcoming attitude
towards mixed faith relationships,
patrilineal
Jews,
same-sex
relationships and thus towards samesex commitment ceremonies a.293).
The Afterword allows the authors to
reflect on the future of Liberal Judaism,
which includes Rosenberg's appeal for
a return to the old pioneering spirit of
its founders in response to its failure to
meet the challenges of neoconservatism
in
Anglo-Jewry,
competition from Reform and Masorti
movements, continued hostility from
the Orthodox, and the inroads of
secularism,
assimilation
and
intermarriage. Somewhat at a loss, she
wonders aloud at how Montagu,
M-ontefiore, and Mattuck would have
faced these challenges. `Did giants
only exist in the past?' a.291).
The publication of collections of
essays
by
Liberal
rabbis
notwithstanding, a critical intellectual
history of the Liberal Jewish
movement is yet to be written. The
authors
neglect
historical
and
ideological
contexts,
and little
reference is made to other works such
as the more comprehensive rrczdz.fz.o#

and Change; A History of Reform
Judaism in Britain 1840-1994 (1995)
by Romain and Kershen. The
biographical material is cursory,
making little or no use of Ellen

Umansky's study of Montagu or my
own and others' studies of Montefiore.
Source materials include infrequent
gleanings from minute books, in-house
MANNA AUTUMN 2004

magazines, educational pamphlets,
private papers, and the reminiscences
and traditions of the elders, but no
consistent attempt is made to present
the views of the wider Anglo-Jewish
community represented, for example,
by the ./ewz.sfe Cfero7".c/e. And while

American influences are touched upon,
no real effort is made to explain the
interactions - or lack of - with
Continental progressive thought.
Rather, the authors are intemally
orientated and primarily concerned
with recording the development of
individual
congregations
and
associations. The book is more of a
celebratory, memorial volume. This
approach is a little ironic considering
the emphasis placed upon intellectual
innovation by the movement's
founders.
Nevertheless,
certain
ideological themes do emerge. To take
but one example, Liberal Judaism is
presented as having arisen as a
response to assimilation, to counter
Christian missionizing activities, and
as a means by which to rescue Jews
who might otherwise have lost their
connection with the Jewish people.
This argument has been used from the
beginning as a defence against the
charge of inculcating disunity among
British Jews. It is a valid argument,
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although the number of conversions to
Christianity in Britain was always very
low, and undoubtedly explains the
cross-denominational early support for
the JRU by Reform and even Orthodox
ministers.

But this emphasis is made at the
expense
of
neglecting
solid
investigation into the intellectual
endeavours and consequences of the
principles and integrity of the early
founders. These founders decided in
1909 to institutionalize an approach to
Judaism which privileged rationality
as the supreme authority, the findings
of radical scholarship over received
traditions,
universalism
over
particularism, and an eclectic and
evolving attitude towards spiritual
truth wherever it might be found,
especially with regard to certain forms
of Christian theology. This disinterest
is only highlighted by the inclusion of
documents among the appendices such
as a 1901 letter by twenty-eight-yearold
Montagu
challenging
a
`laissez-faire' policy of Anglo-Jewry

2:002. statermexyl Af f irmations Of Liberal
/#dczz.s77€ which outlines the principles

and beliefs of modem Liberal Jews in
terms of what is shared in common
with other forms of Judaism, and in
terms of its distinctive emphases.
It would have been useful to have
had some analysis and contextualization
of such
important
documents. Despite these criticisms,
Liberal Judaism; the First Hundred
yeczrs represents an important contribution to the history of the
development of progressive Judaism
in Britain, and will be read with interest
by committed members, commentators
and students of Anglo-Jewish history

alike I
DR DANIHL LANGTON z`s /ecfwrer i.# mocJer#
Jewish-Christian relations at the University Of
Manchester and author Of C\a;nde Moatefiiore,
His Life and Thought /2002/.

towards religion and calling for a
meeting to `vitalize our system ..., [to]

prove that enlightenment and piety
bear
supplementary
and
not
antagonistic relations to one another ...,
to reformulate our creed' . Likewise the
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There can be no clearer statement of
the absolute relationship between God
and the ethical than that.

ivl%rulNIA
ESSAY

But why should human beings
follow the Divine example? Is it only
an expression of heteronomy, of fear,
of obedience to the law because it is
backed by sanctions? Right at the
beginning of Ge73eLsis, in the first

creation story itself,8 we are told that
human beings are created `b 'tseJem
EJofez.772 ` - in the image of God. At no

time did Judaism ever think this
applied to the physical and
Maimonides sums up the normative

IMPROVING THE HUMAN FATE

understanding: This likeness describes
a human being's moral potential. `A

In February 2004 the British Reform Movement held a Human RIghts Seminar for
twenty-f toe rabbis, twenty-five lct:wyers and twenty-f toe hianan rights activists. There
were three lending CJuristians and three leading Muslj:ms advising ctnd listening in.
also presehi was a senior Goverrmehi advisor, ready to coil:neat the i:hitiative to the
appropriate parts Of Goven'i:me;I'il. In the Summer issue Of MAINAL we pubtiched
an Essay written by Cherie Booth QC specially fior the Sendnar, an abbreviated
version Of which she gave as the keynote address. Rabbi Tory Ba;yfield prepared a
si,mllar background Essay which now fiotlows. 'I'he presence Of other f;atths and the
preparedness to work with Goverrl:menl wherever possible underlines the relcdional
nature Of Reform Judaism -we only erist as pcut Of a communrty Of f;atths and a
society with whom we work and within which we ihieract.

human being's nature is radically
different from God's, but human
beings are capable of approaching

Tony Bayfield
A¥E:?e:s::ei:nTu:p:::wY:-::e:Gba:ns:
read law. I loved it - the intellectual
rigour, the structure it gave to my
thinking, the permission to be what I
am, an aITogant, argumentative so-andso, the puzzling and problem solving,
the search for the decisive argument. It
even compensated for an unheated
bedroom and the wind straight from
Siberia whistling off the Fens. I came
to focus on criminology - not just on
crime but on the causes of crime - and
from criminology to the rabbinate is
such an imperceptible step that hardly
anybody noticed.
There are a whole host of reasons
why I made the journey from law to
religion but one of the reasons, I was
later to discover, is because Judaism is
a religion obsessed by law and Jewish
law fed my soul. In a way, this essay is
an unpacking of that clain that Jewish
law feeds the soul.
One of the sections of the Torah
most immediately compelling for postEnlightenment Jews is, by coincidence
or synchronicity, the nineteenth
chapter of I evz.Zz.cz4s, literally the heat
of the five books of Moses. It begins:
`You shall be holy because I, the

Eternal, your God am holy'. It then
sets out what holiness means in this
context. Whilst in rabbinic literature,
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Passage:
A human king issues a decree. The
king may then choose to obey it; or
the king may choose to have only
others obey it. Not so the Holy One.
When God issues a decree, God is the
first to obey it. As it is stated, `And
they shall keep My injunction. . . I am
the Etemal' (Lei/z.#cct$ 22..9). I (God)

the

b 'tselem Elohim, in the 3rm:a,ge o£ God.

Around 2000 years ago, Judaism
bifurcated. It split in the sense of
producing

the holy is explicitly that which is set
apart for a special purpose,I holiness
here is graphically defined by the
legislation which follows, virtually all
of it legislation of an ethical rather than
solely technical or ritual nature. You
must provide for the poor,2 you must
observe the highest standards of
justice,3 you must treat the immigrant
with equit)¢ and `perform loving acts
towards your neighbour and the
stranger,5 both of whom are like you,
because I am God'.6 God is holy and
the source of the holy, which is the
ethical, which is the just, which is the
imperative of Torali.
That ethical imperative is rooted,
then, in the core Jewish understanding
that God and God's holiness are the
commanding source and embodinent
of our value system.
The Jerusalem uTalmud received its
final redaction around the year 400
C.E. I recently came across a stunning

am

God's actions, God's love, God's
mercy, God's justice.'9 0r, as it was
put many centuries earlier, `As God is
merciful, so you must be merciful, as
God is just, so you must be just,'1°
because human beings are created

first

to

obey

commandments of the Torah.7

the

siblings.11

One

was

Christianity, and the other was
Rabbinic Judaism, what the Christian
Scriptures call the Judaism of the
Scribes and the Pharisees. The two
siblings - who some centuries later
were to be joined by a third, Islaln developed different emphases. These
differences often become grossly
simplified and then used for polemics
and abuse. Thus Christianity becomes
a religion of love, hip hip hooray, and
Judaism a religion of law, nasty boo
hiss. In fact what the Pharisees, what
the early Rabbis were up to, was
teasing out the will of God as revealed
in the Torah and embodying it in a
portable code of ethical and ritual
practice that would guide every
conceivable aspect of Jewish life and
would accompany Jews wherever they
went in the world.
There is behind their enterprise an
inexorable drive. God is holy; holiness
is synonymous with ethics; the ethical
must be spelled out in a detailed code
of concrete practice and that code of
practice is Jewish law. Law is
reflective of the will of God, the will of
God is ethical and acting in the image
of God means responding to the ethical
nature of God through mitzvot,
commandments, through Halchaha,
Jewish law.
There are passionate debates all
around the Jewish world today about
who `created' the ever developing code
of law, God or human beings, about its

authority, about its hermeneutics,
about how its dynamism was
maintained, about the need to create a
new kind of law more subtle and open
to individual response and choice but
that, though enormously important,
doesn't affect my central point.12 God,
holiness, ethics, justice, mitzvot,

Halachah must be one and that is what
fed my soul.
Point scoring between the three
siblings is a symptom of one of the
great catastrophes of our relationship
and I do not intend to indulge in it. But
the American scholar Byron L Sherwin
makes a fascinating distinction which
is, I hope, helpful without being
offensive. Sherwin quotes one of the
great Jewish scholars of the twentieth
century, Gershom Scholem, in
teaching the Kaballistic tradition that
the first set of tablets bearing the ten
commandments, the first set which was
broken, was a truly spiritual Torah for
a perfect world.13 But the second set of

God is the embodiment of the ethical
and that Judaism is a system for teasing
out the ethical, framing it in law and
seekingtorepairanunredeemedworld.
The story of the Jewish people begins
in Ge73esis 12 - with the story of
Abraham. The story of Abraham
begins with a promise become
obligation that is so characteristic of
Judaism! that Jews will or must
become a blessing to all the families of
the earth.17 Because that is a somewhat

tough assignment and because the
harshness of the world has sometimes
tempted us to retreat into the confines
of our own personal love affair with
the Divine, it must be pointed out at
this stage that Judaism has consistently

taught that all human beings are
created in the image of God, all are
equal and that all human beings are
therefore our concern. Let me quote
you a passage from an eady collection
of rabbinic teachings known as the
Mekhilta: .

tablets, the unbroken set, the set that
endured was designed not for a perfect
world but for a real world which is far
from perfect and in which evil is a
daily reality. So Judaism developed
with a deep consciousness of the
distance of redemption and perfection
and with the sense that we have a
challenging, step by step, person by
person, situation by situation task of
mending the world. We are daily
engaged in what became known as

Scripture tells us that whosoever
spills blood, Scripture imputes it to
them as if they had diminished the
image of the Divine Ruler. The matter
is comparable to a ruler of flesh and
blood who entered a city and erected
icons and images and stamped coins
with the ruler's image on them. After
a time, they pushed down the icons,
smashed the images and destroyed
the coins, and thereby diminished the

fz.kfa2{77 - repair. Christianity, says

imputes it to them as if they had
diminished the image of the Divine
Ruler, as it is written, whosoever

Sherwin, reflected Jesus' deep sense of
the imminence of the Kingdom, the
sense that the Kingdom, the Messianic
state of God's nile was close at hand.t4
Then, for Christianity, the Messiah
came, and that sense of the closeness

of the Kingdom, of a Messiah who has
already come influenced Christianity
still further, making it deeply impatient
for perfection. By contrast, Jews, as
the great contemporary rabbi Lionel
Blue puts it, `try to Cam their way to
heaven, by patching up the world, and
making it work. They have deliberately
chosen religious prose, not because
they could not write religious poetry,
but because this was their service and
their sacrifice." Judaism is a system
of the ethical, of the just, of obligations
in a real, unredeemed world. If that
means we have to start somewhere and
cannot always be consistent - opposing
evil, one tyrarmy or one tyrant at a
time, then so be it. `It is not for us to
finish the work but neither can we ever
be excused by the enormity. and
complexity of the task from making a
start'.16

I have so far argued that, in Judaism,

2

image of the ruler.

Therefore

whosoever spills blood Scripture

sheds human blood ..[commits the
most heinous crime].. for in the image
of God are all human beings made.18

Jind:
A person should imitate the righteous
ways of God. Just as God clothes the
naked, so too must you supply clothes
for the naked. Just as God visits the
sick, so you must visit the sick. Just
as God buries the dead, so you must
bury the dead. Just as God comforts
mourners, so you must comfort
mourners. [Without religious or
ethnic distinction].19

Since:
We heal the sick of the gentiles along
with the sick of the Jews, fe?d the
poor of the gentiles along with the
poor of the Jews and bury the dead of
the gentiles and we bury dead of the
Jews for the sake of peace.20

The task is the restoration of the
Divine image in which each and every
human being is made.
I want to complete the opening part
of this essay with a short comment on
the interrelated terms law, justice and
righteousness. The Prophet Amos
penned that most famous and magical

of yearnings more than 2800 years ago
when he wrote: `Let justice roll down
like waters and righteousness as a
never ending torrent'.21 The two
Hebrew words used for justice and
righteousness

are

`nez.s#pcrf '

and

`tzedakah'. Mishpat c,&n equa,Ily be

translated as law and is closely related
to the word for a judge. There are
suggestions that justice in the first line
of the couplet refers to justice in a
court situation and richteousness refers
to justice in a wider administrative
situation but one of the most recent
authorities concludes that it is best to
assume that they are being used as
synonyms.22 The law must be synonymous with justice and righteousness is
the quality of doing what is just.
The great American Rabbi,
Abraham Joshua Heschel, in his book
77ie Propfee}F builds on Amos's image
of the wadi, the seasonal torrent
become a permanent torrent and
observes that `righteousness is not a
trickle; it is God's power in the world,
a torrent, an impetuous drive, full of
grandeur and majesty'.23 Righteousness or justice, he asserts, `is what
ought to be, is a mode of action. It is
God's stake in human history, it
embodies God's concern.'24 It is one

with God.

Another of rabbinic Judaism's
classic texts contains a challenge to
God in which God is told that God can
have justice or God can have the world
but God cannot have both.25None of us
can survive the application of strict
justice. Furthermore, in almost every

human situation of conflict, total
justice cannot be granted to either side.
Justice has to be mixed with compassion and justice cannot be absolute.
Elsewhere, in the Torah, we encounter
rfue phaase, ` tzedek, tzedek, tirdof'26 `justice, justice shall you pursue'. The

Talmud observes that one /zedefa refers
to justice but the double use of the
word, the reiteration of the word }zec7ek
in this context, tells us that compromise
will always be necessary.27 Justice and.
compassion, justice and compromise
are the absolute prerequisites for peace.

Jewish tradition challenges the Beatles
when the Beatles tell us that `Love is
all you need'. Loving acts are the
essence of hunian relationships, says
Judaism, but peace is founded on
/zedefr, onjustice. That is why `we heal
the sick of the gentiles along with the
sick of the Jews, we feed the poor of
the gentiles along with the poor of the
Jews and we bury the dead of the
gentiles and we bury the dead of the
Jews for the sake of peace',28 as the
just, righteous and equitable prerequi-
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site for the creation of peace. Thatjustice and that peace will have to contain
a measure of compassion and compromise.

A final word on this word `/zedefr',
translated both as justice and as
righteousness. The verb with which it
has a common root means to vindicate
one's rights - Hebrew J'fecz/zcZz.fr. The

same root gives us the word /zedcr#tz%,

which is often translated as charity but
has very different semantic overtones.
Whereas the derivation of the word
charity points to the giver, to the heat
and emotion of the donor, fzec7cr4czfe, is

related to justice, to righteousness and
to the vindication of rights. It therefore
cormotes not the goodness of the giver
but the right of the receiver. It points
us in an absolutely crucial direction.
Justice. Righteousness. Rights. Whose
justice? Whose rights? Not mine but
yours. Not ours but theirs. It is the right
of the other that is vindicated in acts of
justice and righteousness and without
justice and righteousness there can
never ever be peace.
In the 1990s the work of the
German-born, American based Israeli,
Amitai Etzioni was very influential
both in the United States and in this
country.29 Etzioni preached com-

munitarianism with its shift from
`rugged individualism' and unfettered
autonomy, to responsibility, duty
towards family and community. Bill
Clinton picked it up with `tough love'
and so did some of the leading figures
of New Labour. It was an important
and refreshing counterblast to the `me'
culture and to the denial of the very
existence of community. It found great
favour within sections of the Jewish
community who saw, quite correctly,
an affinity between this emphasis on
family and social duty and the ancient
Jewish concept of a covenantal relationship between God and the Jewish
people from which mitzvot, commandments, obligations, duties flow in their
hundreds. What my friend and colleague, Rabbi Dr Norman Solomon,
pointed out, however, was that this led
to a portrayal of Judaism solely as a
religion of duty.30 Which is a distortion
to the point of travesty. For duties, as
Dias on Jurisprudence taught me
decades ago, carry with them correlative rights. It is precisely because
Judaism is a tradition in which God is
the embodiment of holiness and
therefore of the ethical; it is precisely
because the Halachic enterprise was
about teasing out the ethical will of
God in every conceivable situation; it

indissolubly liliked, that we carry out
the mitzvot, that we fulfil our obligations, that we cherish law and act in
justice and righteousness by vindicating the rights of others.
Jews once had a State, lost it and
then recovered it. That led to the
assumption that Jews had moved from
a situation of power to a state of
powerlessness and back again. There
is, of course, much truth to that
assumption. But the American scholar,
David Biale,31 points out that even
when Jews were stateless they endeavoured to mitigate their powerlessness

through the way that they related to the
ruling authority and they sought to
achieve some measure of control over
their lives. We have learnt three things
from our experience. One, that it is
really good to have a significant degree
of power and control over one's life.
Two, that the exercise of power is not
easy. And three, that whilst it is truly
just and enriching for a society that
consists largely of Christians or largely
of Muslims or largely of Jews to
embody and reflect that particular
culture, theocracies do not work and
religious fundamentalists who seek to
seize power and inpose themselves on
everyone whether they like it or not are
a plague.32 We should have intemalized the central prophetic message that
religion, if it means anything, means to
challenge the abuse of power, particu1arly on behalf of the widow and the
orphanandthepoorandtheimmigrant.
And our two millennia between State
and State have taught us that not only
must we challenge the abuse of power

but we must also work with power,
with goverrment, not just to protect
ourselves but to advance the values for
which we stand, in order to vindicate
the rights of others.
The Hebrew Bible begins with the
universal backdrop of the creation and
the common humanity of all peoples.
Our covenantal faith is prefigured in
the covenant with Noah, ancestor of all
peoples.33 In chapter 12 of the book of
Ge7cesz.s the Jewish story begins with

Abram and the command to leave his
home and set out on a jouniey. In the
early midrashic collection known as
A4lz.cJrczs% Rczbz7c!fa, Abram, whilst still

living in his father's house is compared to a phial of perfume with a
Screw-tight lid stood in the comer.34
Only when Abram leaves and moves
into the world as Abraham does the lid
come off and is the perfume of values
and commitments wafted in the world.

`You shall be a blessing'.35 `In you

is precisely because 77eiskycz£, law and

shall all the families of the world be

/zedefr, justice and righteousness are

blessed'.36 This Midrash is immedi-
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ately preceded by another in which
Abraham stands before a house,
doJefef, in flames.37 The house is the
palace of God; the real world is an

unredeemed world and the Ruler as
well as the palace is in great danger.
This is the obligation to repair
expressed in its starkest and most
irrmediate form.
We Reform Jews have a particular
vision of and for the societies in which
we live. I want to offer you a graphic
metaphor which is not mine though I
wish it were. We do not wish to see
society as a thick vegetable soup in
which all of the faiths, cultures and
traditions have been liquidized into
something uniform and tasting of little
identifiable. Nor do we wish to see
society, to borrow a phrase from the
report on the riots in Burnley,
Bradford and Oldham, as a series of
isolated vegetables `living parallel
lives'. Rather we wish to see a salad
bowl in which each culture, each faith,
each component of the community
retains its texture, its flavour, its
identity yet gives what is best of itself
to the whole. I have sometimes
suggested that in this metaphor Jews
are the little clove of garlic - tiny but
very pungent!
The word `tiny' is important. There
are 2 billion Christians in the world
and the number is rising. There are 1.2
billion Muslims and the number is
rising. There are, at best, 14 million
Jews and the number is, at best, static.38

At worst we are an endangered
species, definitely less cuddly than the
panda. At best we can be the garlic and
the challenge that lies beyond
survival39 becomes even greater. For if
we are to be the garlic in the salad
bowl, if we are to contribute to the
repair of the world, if we are to be a
blessing to all the families of the` earth,
then we cannot conceive of fulfilling
our mission on our own. The great
Catholic theologian, Hans Kiing, sees
the world as in mortal danger, sees no
possibility of peace until there is peace
between the religions and says there
can be no peace until we are deeply

critical of what is worst about
ourselves, identify what is best and
share that best in a partnership for the
good of humanity and the globe.40
Difficult though it is and threatened
though we feel as a tiny morsel of
schnitzel caught up in a vast bread and
pitta sandwich, we have no option
however difficult and dangerous it is.
We have to work with the other
members of our dysfunctional family.
I am convinced that this pragmatic
reality discloses one of the
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metaphysical revelations of our time,
namely that the world cannot be
repaired except in partnership. We
have to think in the presence of others.
We need to be challenged whenever
we think in ways that make
assumptions about others that are not
valid.

There is no word or phrase in
classical Hebrew for Hulnan Rights but
there is a significant identity of values.
That is not surprising. The Jewish
tradition has influenced Christianity
and Islam and therefore Western
values. I say `Westem values' because
Islaln is often seen as antithetical to
Western values - the clash of civilizations4t - but actually Islam has
contributed greatly to Western thought
and culture, however much Kilroy may
argue to the contrary. One should also
add that Christianity and Islam have
influenced Judaism and century upon
century of interaction both enriching
and painful simply heighten the importance of the parfuership dinension -to
repair the world, to pursue justice, to
vindicate the rights of the other human rights.
The Basic Law: Human Dignity and
Liberty which forms such an important
part of the law of the State of Israel,
uses the phrase `human dignity' again
and again. The American jurist, Milton
Konvitz, in his book Jc/dczz.s773 cr72d

Human Rights,42 refers repeatedly to
the creation of human beings in the
image of God as the source of the

belongs both in our self-understanding
and in the image that we portray. And
we need to make a start. Which is why
I wrote earlier about the pragmatic
rather than Messianic, repair rather
than instant redemption of an
unredeemed world. You and I are never
going to finish the task but we are not
exempt from making a start.
I have taken six lines from the book
of Isaiah,44 six lines that have become
identified with the Day of Atonement,
the most duty-focused day in the
Jewish calendar.
`Is not this the fast I have chosen;

to loosen the fetters of evil,
to unite the straps of the yoke,
to let the oppressed go free,
and wherever the yoke, to break it?
Is it not sharing your food with

the hungry
and bringing the homeless into
your home;
when you see the naked, to clothe

them
never hiding from your own flesh
and blood?'
Judaism has a long tradition of
homiletic exegesis and even rabbis
who are lawyers at heart cannot resist
sermons. So let us begin with just six
areas where Jewish tradition, ethics
and law point to Human Rights,
emphasizing that by advocating and
supporting the vindication of those
rights, we fulfil mitzvot, Jewish
obligations. By identifying six as my
starter I create a A4lc[ge72 Da!i;z.d of

burning sense of universal human
dignity and therefore of the concept of
rights and duties in Judaism which
oblige the faithful Jew t6 work for the
vindication of human rights. Let me
quote you fomier Chief Justice Barak
of Israel: `From the Declaration of
Independence we learn that Israel is to
be built on the principles of freedom,

justice, a six-pointed star of rights and
righteousness and framing the star not
too fancifully round the six lines of
Isaiah reminds me at least of those
early years in my life when I realized
that Jewish law could feed my soul.
The six are arbitrary and open to
criticism - why no ecological rights,

justice and peace and the social and
political equality of all its citizens. . . In
the centre of all these basic [Jewish]
values stand human rights - political,
social and economic... Democracy is
not just the rule of the majority...
Democracy means also the rule of
[Jewish] values. Democracy means
hunanrights..43
It is at this point in my disquisition

criticism is unanswerable. Except that
we have to begin somewhere.
ONH: to loosen the fetters of evil.
The fetters of evil which bind and
oppress the powerless are graphically
expressed in lack of access to courts
and a legal system which offers
genuine justice - unbiased, equitable,
freely available to all who need it. It is
characteristic of Judaism that the rabbis
of emergent rabbinic Judaism took the
view that some obligations bind Jews
because Jews have chosen or been
chosen to accept the covenant at Sinai.
But some obligations, which they
called the Noahide Laws, are obligations and rights on all humanity. h the
list of seven Noahide Laws is an
obligation which we can now express
as the obligation, the mitzvah, to

on human dignity and human rights
that a bit of my quirkiness comes in. I
am not about to write a book on Jewish
ethicsandthetotalityofmodemhuman
rights legislation, where they overlap
and where they differ. The book needs
whting but I have other fish to fry. I
am profoundly concerned that Reform
Jews help to restore the ethical to the
centre of the Jewish agenda where it
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why no women's rights? - and the

establish independent courts, independent judicial systems and
effective and humane penal systems.
As Amos declared: Justice, justice
shall you pursue.

TWO: to untie the straps of the
yoke. No less, perhaps more, than in
the time of Isaiah the yoke of fear and
oppression bears down on millions of
people who live in corrupt, tyrarmical
and dictatorial societies, in societies
that are not true democracies and in
which there is no real freedom. It is
central to the prophetic vision, central
to the Jewish vision that every person
should be able to sit under their vine
and under their fig tree and no one
should terrorize or oppress them.45 That
is their right as human beings dignified
by creation in the image of God.

Pidyon sh'vuim, the mitzvah of
redeeming captives, stretches far
beyond our own community; jJ'fzz.a!f
mz.fz7'¢z.rm, the exodus from the yoke

of Egypt is a universal metaphor.
THREE: to let the oppressed go
free. Essential to the Jewish concept of
freedom is freedom of expression and
belief, the right to speak one's mind, to
hold political views, to pursue the faith
of one's choice, to be free to serve
God. Let my people go that they may
serve me.46 0f course this has to be
expressed within the limits provided
by the image of the salad bowl and is
fettered should its exercise seek to
destroy the rights of others and
obliterate the salad bowl. But to the
right of freedom of expression and

belief we are totally committed.
FOUR: sharing our food with the
hungry.Foodshouldnotbeintexpreted
too narrowly for there is more to
poverty than hunger and more to an
equitable, decent, dignified standard of
living than bread alone - clothing,
housing, medical and social welfare
and social security are integral to the
right of every human being to have the
necessary wherewithal to fulfil their
potential as human beings. In this
context, I have always personally been
moved by the Law of the Jubilee in the
Hebrew Bible47 which, though it may
never actually have operated, carries
within it a powerful restorative vision.

A vision of equity, a vision that each
human being, as it were, has her or
his patrimony and when that has
been taken away by social, political
or economic failings, it is their right
that it should be restored.
FIVE: and bringing the homeless
into your home. The twentieth century
was dubbed the century of the refugee.
It is clear that the twenty-first century
is going to be just as much if not more
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an

age

of mass

movements

of

population driven by oppression,
disease, famine, war and obscene
economic inequality. It presents huge
challenges to the distant vision of
global justice and peace. It faces us
with urgent present concerns for the
lives of millions of men, women and
children. We Jews have been told to
love the immigrant. We have been

told to love the stranger for we have
been strangers many times. We
should know the heart of the refugee
and the asylum seeker.48 We know
that we have pressing obligations
towards them and we know they
have rights. How those obligations
can best be fulfilled and how those
rights can best be vindicated is one of
the great challenges to our world of the
haves, to the rich world, to the
developed world, to the secure world
in which most but not all Jews live.

SIX: when you see the naked to
clothe them. What makes us truly
naked? What leaves us bare and
defenceless and open and vulnerable to
exploitation? More than anything else
it is lack of education - a lack of
education which excludes people from
economic opportunity, a lack of education which exposes people to political
manipulation, a lack of education that
leaves people vulnerable to exploitation by religious extremism and
fundamentalism. Without education
we cannot take adult responsibility for
ourselves economically, politically or

religiously. Judaism, which makes
education, learning the specz.fl/I.fe' dc
J¢ m¢z.so# of its religious provision, is
insistent on a certain level of education as a human right. Zz./g'7%or. All
the rest is commentary, go and

Cfez./dre#, Harvard UP,1986
t2The debate between Orthodoxy and

Refomi over these features of Halachah
does not alter the universal Jewish stress
on the importance of the Halachic
enterprise cf Bay field, Sz.#czz., £crw cz#cJ

Responsible Autonomy, p2.9
'3 T3yron L. Sherwin, Jewish Ethics fior the

Twenty-First Century. Syra.case U.P,
2000

31 David Biale, Power a#J Power/ess#ess

in Jewish History, Shocken, New York,
1986

320ne

of

the

great

contemporary

challenges which faces predominantly
Christian, Muslim and Jewish societies
alike is to separate `church from state'
without losing the Christian, Muslim or
Jewish ethos and character of the state
and society.
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MY
MYSTIC

WAY
Larry Tabick
HASIDIC TALES ANNOTATED
AND ERTLAINED ,
Rami Shapiro,
Skylight Paths Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2004, ppl91, pb
7t'` HEAL:VEN: CELEBRATING

SHABBAT VITH REBBE
NACHMAN OF BRESLOV,
Moshe Mykoff,
Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, 2003, pp201, pb

HaTemunah `The Book Of the

Image'
Jerusalem, L998
pp.
SEFER
TEMUNAH
(SEFER
104-5) tells my story. This anonymous
thirteenth century kaballistic text says
that the reason the Israelites were fed

on manna from just after the exodus
(Exodus JO was to prepare them for
receiving the Torah (Exodz/s 20). They
had to be given `heavenly' -spiritual food, before they could accept the
commandments.
I come from a very mixed

heritage. I looked with disdain upon all
organized religion as irrelevant to my
life, and in any event, too materialistic
to be of any value to the student/hippy
that I was. Jewish institutions, in

felt was a rather stultified point of
view, all linguistics, text criticism and
archaeology. I was searching for
something deeper, something that
would be both more universal and more

particular, seemed to me to embody a
mindless adherence to meaningless
traditions, or a potentially dangerous
devotion to ethnicity.
But all that changed when I
discovered the Jewish spiritual
tradition, Jewish mysticism, Kaballah
and Hasidism. For the first time, I
realized that the laws and customs of
`ordinary' Judaism offered a spiritual

personal.

life-style of which I wanted to be part.
To paraphrase one of my Hasidic
heroes, the discovery of Kaballah kept
me Jewish (The Zohar Kept Me Jewish
- `Hazohar hot mich derhaltin bei
yz.ddisfofrez.z " -Pinchas of Koretz 17261791,

`/772pre Pz.77cfeczs ' -Pinchas'

Words -Tel Aviv,1974, §806, p.150.)

As I write, Kaballah, Hasidism and
Jewish mysticism are very clearly the
`flavour of the month,' but my

background. yz.ddz.sfekez.f was part of

involvement with these ` esoteric ' areas

that, but Judaism played no part. I had
been raised to show respect for
everyone, but had never really
connected that with my Jewish

goes back more than thirty years. At
that time, I was a graduate student at
the University of Toronto, studying
Biblical history and texts from what I
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I used to spend hours rummaging
around the shelves of the university
library, and it was during those
explorations that I discovered Gershom
Scholerr;'s Major Trends in Jewish
A4);Ls#.cz'sm, and Martin Buber's rcz/es

of the Hasidim. I wa.s captivated.
Fascinated by the strange new concepts
I encountered, and captivated by the
fact that, in these texts, I was meeting
for the first time, a `theology' that
fostered the creative imagination and
took into account the real interplay of
good and evil, spirituality and
materialism, in the human heart. I was
transported beyond what I saw as the
superficiality of organized `civic'
religion to the spiritual kemel within.
From that moment, I knew that I had
to become actively Jewish and to
pursue my mystical journey, but I was
hampered by two factors. First, there
were no communities available to me
which were both spiritually uplifting
continued on next page
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and personally welcoming. Secondly,
my Hebrew wasn't up to much, and
there were literally no other books on
the subject available in English.
Eventually, I found two synagogues

where I could fit in, both Reform, and
later still, came to London to study at
the Leo Baeck College, where I leaned
a lot about Jewish texts of all ages, but
almost no Kaballah or Hczsz.c7t/f - except

for some work with Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs.

Today, the situation is totally
different.
There
are,
without
exaggeration, hundreds of academic
books out there on various schools of
traditional Jewish mysticism, hundreds
more from some of the more populist
Hasidic groups, notably Lubavitch/
HaBaD and Breslov, plus even more
offering differing degrees of `New
Age' reinterpretations of the traditional
material. Many of the academic books
are cold, clinical and abstruse. Some of
the Hasidic and modem books are
powerful, well grounded in Judaism,
and in experience, but others are just
plain `flaky', bizarre or manipulative,
and best left alone. Still, at least, there

are now books you can read, study,
compare and come to your own
conclusions about. Back in the sixties
and seventies, they did not exist.
The comparatively recent arrival of
all these books does not mean that
`spirituality' is a recent phenomenon
in the Jewish world. Its Hebrew
equivalent, rwc%cz#z.)/cjf, has a pedigree

stretching back to the Middle Ages.
Apparently, the translator Judah ibm
Tibbon coined the temi in translations
from the Arabic, suggesting a possible
Muslim origin for the Jewish concept
of spirituality, rather than a Christian
one. Even earlier, the rabbis of the
Talmudic era had spoken of matters of
the spirit or soul. But does the history
of the term `spirituality' really matter?
Whatever its age or origin, the fact is
that `spirituality' describes something
real, in human and in Jewish
experience.

Jewish spirituality has taken many
forms over the millennia. Although
other types still have their supporters,
as, for example, Madonna's public
endorsement
of a
particular,
idiosyncratic form of Kaballah, it is
probably Hasidism that holds the
greatest appeal for many Jews,
including many among the nonOrthodox and secular. First among the
reasons must be the accessible nature
of the Hasidic story, itself an object of
contemplation. In everyday language,
these tales depict ordinary people
wrestling with the problems of trying
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to live a spiritual life in a materialistic
world.
A book of Hasidic tales that recently
arrived on my desk is fJczsz.dz.c r¢/es..

Annotated & Explained by Rabbi Rawi
Shapiro. Shapiro is well known to
many readers as the author of A4lz.77);cz#,

a stimulating approach to living a
Jewish spiritual life based on ten
principles and practices. In this new
book, he presents in a popular style, a
series of tales with his own comments,
in eifect treating each one as an object

There is a part
Of me that wonders
if explaining
a Hasidic tale
is not a bit like
explaining a j oke.
If it has to be
explained to you,
you did not get it.
of meditation, with implications to be
spelt out. This is an exciting book - the
introduction is especially personal and
powerful - and one that is particularly
suited to those encountering Hasidic
stories for the first time. Shapiro makes
the rebbes and their followers come
alive, and demonstrates that their
spiritual challenges are still very much
ours, and that their solutions might be
ours, too.
But there are issues. This is not a
book for purists. The author retells the
tales in his own, modem, colloquial
American idiom, and his comments,
though often brilliant, are occasionally
wide of the mark, and once or twice,
just plain wrong. And although the
Hasidic movement has always been
theologically very broad, Shapiro's
interpretations often read as if he saw
this work as an extension of A4z.7e);cz#.

And there is a part of me that wonders
if explaining a Hasidic tale is not a bit
like explaining a joke. If it has to be
explained to you, you did not get it.
A second title: Moshe Mykoff's 7'ti

Heaven: Celebrating Shabbat with
Rebbe Nachman Of Breslov . M:yhoff is
a Breslover Hasid and, indeed, this
book is published by Jewish Lights
Publishing, in conjunction with the
Breslover publishing house. Rabbi

Nachman of Breslov (Bratzlav, to
academics) was a great-grandson of the
Ba`al Shem Tov, the founder of the
Hasidic movement, and a powerful and
seminal figure in his own right. Like
all Hasidic leaders, Nachman gathered
around himself a body of followers,
but until recent times, this group was
unique in the Hasidic world in that it
continued after his death without
appointing a successor to bin. Breslov
teachers abound, but there is, and can
be, only one Breslover rebbe.
Breslover Hasidism did not die when
Nachman died in 1811. Instead, it

continues to this day, and though
divided into several factions, it has
become a potent spiritual force in the
wider Jewish community through the
teachings of the late Aryeh Kaplan,
Gedalyah Fleer, who sometimes visits
London and others, and the publishing
efforts of the Breslov Research
Institute.
Moshe Mykoff has himself
contributed to this work with numerous
books to his credit. In his latest
offering, he takes us step by step
through Shabbat, from preparation to
fJczvc7cr/czfe, and at each step he offers us

spiritual intexpretations of traditional
practices. These interpretations derive
primarily from the collected writings
of Rabbi Nachman himself, but also
include insights from later Breslover
teachers. Although Mykoff always
restates the teachings in his own words,
he does give us an appendix that lists
his sources in Breslov literature.
7'A ffeczvc# is thus at one and the

same time an introduction to Shabbat
observance and to the spirituality that
underlies it, but unlike many works on
observances, this is a beautiful and
powerful book that will increase your
knowledge, while enhancing your
Shabbat experience. It is not a book for
reading from cover to cover. It is for
dipping into from time to time.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, Jewish mysticism was driven
underground during the Enlightenment, with its emphasis on science and
rationality. But since the latter half of
the last century, increasing numbers of
people have come to recognize that
modern thinking has ignored the
spiritual dimension of human experience to our cost. Now, the balance is
slowly being redressed .
RABBI LARRY TABICK, cz/s'o haowjc as `ffre
other Rabbi Tabick, ' is a former sixties `foowerchild, ' and minister Of Shil Hay.I:[[L, Hampstead
Ref:orm. He also does freelance teaching and

funerals at reasonable rates, and is the author
Of a book Of meditatious and pictures for Bar/
Bat Mitzvah, entitled Growing lr\to Your Soul,
due to appear in the States in spring 2005.
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I WISH YOU LONG LIFE
Fiona Karet

T

HE CENTRAL THESIS OF
Sir Michael Marmot' s new book
Sfczfc/s S);7?d7-o7%e is that where

you stand in the social hierarchy is
directly related to your potential
longevity and to your chances of
remaining well throughout that time.
The author is a prominent figure in
the world of epidemiology and public
health, holding a chair at University
College, London. He is also an
Australian-born member of the North
Western Reform Synagogue, London.
He draws on a wide range of systems
and studies, his own and others, to flesh
out this thesis - the book moves back
and forth between studies of monkeys
and apes both in the wild and in
captivity, to laboratory investigations
of the common cold in Porton Down,
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STATUS SYNDROME: HOW
YOUR SOCIAL STANDING
DIRECTLY AFFECTS YOUR
HEALTH AND LIFE
ERTECTANCY

by Michael Marmot,
Bloomsbury, London, 2004, pp 312,
pb, ISBN 0-7475-7049-3

to comparisons of wealth, education
and infant mortality in sub-Saharan
Africa and India, to individual
thumbnail sketches of the lives of
virtual middle-aged men in Eastern
European countries newly liberated
from Communism.
It seems that there are lessons to be
learned from how monkeys deal with
matemal deprivation, from the fact that
the fewer friends you have, the greater
your chances of coming down with a
cold when exposed to the virus - yes,

really - and from the fact that Russian
and Japanese men die at an average of
fifty-two and seventy-seven years
respectively. In whatever system he
looks, Marmot describes gradients,
and, he says, it is those gradients that
determine health. Marmot goes further
than this. The book proceeds to dissect

several different kinds of gradient - in
education, employment, income, social
support, social class, location, political

system - and in each sphere cites
studies supporting differences in
health.
But does Marmot really need to go
to such lengths to convince us that
health inequalities exist? Actually,
none of this is new. It was recognized
before the industrial revolution that
deprivation is bad for your health. And,
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as any student of epidemiology might
tell you, it has long been taught that the
circumstances in which we live and
work have a profound effect on our
likelihood of enjoying good health.
Marmot certainly wasn't the first to
come up with this idea, but he has
championed it more or less all his
working life, and in this book he

you know that for residents of the
greater Washington DC area, every
mile further out from the centre
increases life expectancy by a year. Or
that in the Serengeti, the lower a wild
baboon's rank in the group structure,

provides a wider variety of data than
just those relevant to middle class

disease.

Professor Sir Michael Marmot

urban citizens to illustrate the thesis.

In the early part of the book Marmot
describes the results of his own
`Whitehall' studies, begun in the
seventies.

He

compared

various

parameters of health and life
expectancy among civil servants in
Whitehall, and found a striking
correlation between seniority level, or
status in the hierarchy and health or
longevity. It's not that smoking, high
fat consumption, lack of exercise or
genetic effects do not play a role. It's
just that the gradient simply wouldn't
go away when all these things were
taken into account. And these
correlations are borne out in many
other studies worldwide, many of
which also appear in the book.
As a child, I would sometimes read
the first chapter of a story book and
then, losing patience, skip to the
denouement to find out what happened.
I resisted the temptation in this case,
and although it took me some time to
reach the final chapters of this gaudilycovered volulne -Marmot's style is, to
say the least,
comprehensively
conversational - it was worth keeping
going, as within its pages are many
nuggets of the sort of information that
most of us do not meet every day. Did
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the lower his level of `good'
cholesterol,
which
in
humans
correlates with increased risk of heart

There are a lot of facts in this book.
The first set of graphs, painstakingly
explained for those not used to
studying them, look at longevity as
functions of income and social class
within individual nations. Nowadays,
average life expectancy is almost
eighty years for Englishmen in social
class I compared with almost a decade
less in the lowest class. And in the US,
relative risk of death is more than
doubled at the lowest levels of income,
even
allowing
for
inevitable
differences in age, sex, race, family
and education. That is not to say that
wealth per se is essential. A telling
table correlates gross national product
with life expectancy at birth. Or in fact
doesn't, as it turns out there are a
surprising number of exceptions. Costa
Rica, for example, has one of the
lowest GNPs per capita, but boasts
longer-lived citizens than the US,
whose GNP is nearly four times as
oreat.
Having said that, a central thrust of
this book is that the status of an
individual within a given society has a
much more direct impact on his or her
chances, once a basic level of income
and cleanliness has been achieved. In
other words, we in the UK are unlikely
to suffer the consequences of starvation
or persistently infected water supply;
rather our place in the health hierarchy
depends on where we stand in relation
to everyone else within our national
sphere. It's all about those gradients
and how steep they are. Of course
something hideous and/or unforeseen
might befall an individual in any
societal group, but leaving accidental
death and the effects of HIV aside, it is

persuasive how far the inequality
argument can be stretched.
As it is a common killer, much
attention is paid to cardiovascular
disease. In common with the
overwhelming majority of studies,
most of the statistics that Marmot
refers to relate to male health. Indeed
Marmot's own first Whitehall study
excluded women. He does focus on the
different group behaviours exhibited
by female primates in adversity. Under
threat, males are likely to respond with
a `fight or flight' response - the

It was recognized
bof ;ore the indIAstrial

revolution that
deprivation is bad
i;or your health.
And, as any student
Of epidemiology
might tell you, it

has long been
taught that the
circumstcmces in

which we live and
work have a

profound err ect
on our likelihood
Ofenjaying
good health.
classical adrenaline rush if you like,
whereas females are apparently much
more likely to attempt to `tend and
befriend'. The result of chronically
higher levels of stress hormones is a
predisposition to furred-up arteries and
premature heart disease. Hence by
analogy, women are relatively
protected from this form of ill-health,
at least until after the menopause, when
the additional protective effects of
oestrogen is removed.

You might therefore imagine that
those in high-stress, high-achieving

jobs that require many qualifications
would have much greater rates of heart
disease, but in fact, Marmot shows us
that the reverse may be true. His
contention, borne out from studies that
stratify people in terms of job, social
class, educational level, or income, is
that the ultimate differentiator is the
level of control that individuals have
over
their
life
circumstances.
Absolutes of wealth are not the
denominator, but independence to
manipulate our lives may well be.
Thus, individuals in possibly poorer
nations who retain a high degree of
continued on next page
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autonomy have been shown to have
longer average life expectancies that
those in societies where control is
imposed.

The not always advantageous effects
on health of the fall of Communism are
addressed by entertaining descriptions
of the comparative life circumstances
of the imaginary Hungarian Istvan,
whose life has spiralled out of control
thanks to loss of income, wife and
home, and Franz, who seems to have it
all - and socialized medicine to boot in neighbouring Austria. No surprise
that Franz is likely to live longer, and a
reminder that Russia, the Ukraine and
Latvia have the lowest male:female
ratios in greater Europe.
Having established that close social
cohesiveness plays a major role in
survivability, with Japan at the top of
the ladder and, interestingly, Cuba not
far behind, it was perhaps surprising
that consideration of the place of
organized religion in providing social
franeworks and support networks did
not feature greatly in the book. Indeed,
I found but one passing reference to it,
in a description of the work of Emile
Durkheim, elder-statesmen of modem
sociology.
Durkheim's
work
concerned suicide. He not only looked
at the place of marriage as a preventive
factor in suicide (it is), but also
extended his observations from the
individual to society. He concluded
that in religious, domestic and political
spheres, the better the level of
integration, the lower the suicide rate.
You may be reassured to hear that in
Europe, Jews have generally had a
lower suicide rate than Catholics, with
Protestant groups higher than either.
The essential role of mothers also
comes under scrutiny. We hear about
Kerala, one of India's poorest

provinces, but where infant mortality
rates are the lowest. Intriguingly,
Keralan women are much more likely
to have been educated than in other
parts of India, with literacy rates above
65 per cent, and only 3 per cent are
married before they are eighteen.
In terms of events in our own towns
and cities, it was maybe a little
disingenuous not to refer at all to the
governmentally unpopular Black
Report on health inequality and the
NHS of 1980, which so exercised
health care providers well before
Acheson's `Independent Inquiry into
Inequalities and Health' of nearly a
decade later. Marmot was one of the
scientific advisory panel responsible
for
the
latter
report,
the
recommendations of which appear as
an appendix to the book. Of course the
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strategies necessary to deal with the
inequalities that affect health stretch
far beyond simply addressing access to
health care and the state of the NHS, a
point he is careful to make.
And what can we do on a personal
level to improve our lot and that of our
children? The flip answers will of

Under thieat,
males are likely to
respond with a
`fightorfoighi'

response the classical

adrenaline rush
if you like,
whereas females
are apparently
much more likely
to attempt to
`tend cnd, befriend' .
course include stopping smoking,
eating better and exercising more. One
notable factor that seemed to be
missing from the various analyses was
that of comparative quality of food
consumption, as opposed to quantity cheap foods often being stuffed with
additives and preservatives that beg the

question whether they affect overall
longevity as well as individual disease
incidence.

But the author implies that what is
more important, but much harder to
achieve, is to take control of our lives,
ensure continuity of care for our
children (John Bowlby and Michael
Rutter both observed many years ago
that the central figure in a child's life
needn't be the mother, but did need to
be a constant one), maximize education
for ourselves as well as for our
offspring, maintain social networks
and integration, and above all, foster
independence.
The book actually contains much
more than just descriptions of the
health woes of the world and of
individuals and groups within it.

Towards the end, Marmot turns to
discussing some of the things we could
be doing to improve the health of our
nation. He doesn't, and couldn't,
provide a recipe for ridding the world
of infectious diseases or eradicating
starvation. One of his maj or insistences
is that in the UK at least, providing
more resources across the board, be
they for health care, education,
welfare/financial support or child care,
might actually make things worse
overall. Thus, simply throwing money
at our resource-limited healthcare
system might help in the short term,
but won't improve health overall in the
longer term. The reasoning behind this
is that it is the steepness of the gradient
that determines the overall fate of those
who stand upon it, and anything that
widens the spectnm of inequality is
potentially bad for health. Thus,
measures that bring us all closer to a
mean, or lessen the slope of the
difference between top and bottom, are
likely to improve the overall situation,
so long as the average doesn't get
dragged down in the process. Hence,
for example, Marmot argues that
providing
marginally
better
educational facilities across the board
will most benefit those who can more
easily gain access and grab the
opportunities - which will ultimately
increase the divide between haves and
have-nots, and increase inequalities.
Better, he suggests, to weight the
support in favour of bringing up the
lower end of the spectrum. Much food
for thought there for our politicians,
who have indeed begun to take on the
challenge. Agendas for change are
proliferating, and we can but hope for
improvements in health not only on
our doorsteps but in the wider world in
the twenty-first century I
FI0NA E KARET was born czHd raised I.#
London. She is currently Rendei. in Molecular
Nephrology and Honorary Consultant in Renal
Medicine in Cambridge. In her spare(I) time she

sings in chamber choirs, and has been Cardiff
Ref;orm Synagogue's High Holyday singer for
over 15 yecirs.
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WHAT THEY DID NOT
TEACH ME AT
MEDICAL SCHOOL
Wendy Greengross

W

HEN I WAS YOUNG, I
thought that being grown-up
meant being able to do
anything I wanted. And as anything I
wanted, at that stage, was going to bed
at whatever time I liked, eating
whatever I fancied and never being
admonished by an adult, it shouldn't
have been all that difficult for the fairy
on the top of the Hanukkah bush to
ease my passage into adulthood.
During childhood I looked to adults
to meet my needs but, as the years
passed, I was gradually forced to
accept that instead of having
expectations of other people, I had to
take responsibility for myself.
Now many years later, as I move
inexorably into Shakespeare' s seventh
age, sans teeth sans lots of other things
as well, although I've still got my hair,
I am prevented from being too sorry
for myself by the example of a large
number of even older men and women
who manage to stay in the mainstrealn
oflife.
They know what is happening on the
national and international scene. They
enjoy country dancing and gardening
and they keep abreast of news in the
arts, the family, and the community.
Very often, they are wise as well.
They are my role models. I want to
be like them. How do they do it? How
can I begin to emulate those who are
growing old both gracefully and
graciously? How can I become the
person I would like to be. It's not
something that just happens nor can I
rely on others to make it happen for
me. I know that if it is to happen it will
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require a great effort. Somewhere
along the line it is necessary for me to
do a great deal of work.
This is a major challenge, some
might say a lifetime's work and that
I've already left it too late, but `nothing
ventured nothing gained', so I've
decided to have a go.
The way of tackling the task might
be to divide myself into my constituent
parts of body, mind and spirit and see
where that led me.
Body is the easiest by far. We have
the body given to us by our parents,
which we are led to believe is almost
entirely dependent for its functioning
on genes, over which we have no
control. It's a bit like being given a car.
You cannot change it but you can try to
keep it in fairly good nick for as long
as possible. We have access to a fairly
good garage, the NHS, so an MOT
from time to time is probably a good
idea. We still, however, have a
responsibility to eat reasonably, watch
our weight and not take unnecessary
risks. Smoking is definitely out, but
hang-gliding and abseiling could be in.
We are all bound, progressively, to
crumble a bit, because we are
approaching our sell-by date. A major
problem for many of us is that we don't
know what that date might be, but we
are probably more likely to stay
roadworthy if we take reasonable care
of ourselves and go for help when we
think things are beginning to go wrong.
One of the things that I have leamed
with my own ageing, that I was never
taught in medical school, is to listen to
my body and balance things I ought to

do like exercise, eating sensibly and
not smoking with things my body says
I need, like a day doing nothing at all
or eating a large bar of chocolate. As I
write, I realize how sad it is that I have
reached a stage wherein I am limited to
such relatively innocuous sins as
slothfulness and gluttony.
The healthy body I think I can aim
for, is one that lets me do most of the
things that someone of my age can
manage. I don't expect to change a
light bulb in the middle of the room but
I ought to be able to manage a wall
light. I'm certainly not a participantin-waiting for the London Marathon,
but I hope to be able to walk the half
mile to the synagogue and I would like
to have enough hearing and sight to
allow me to communicate with family
and friends.
Mind, I think, is for most of us the
most scary. We are afraid of losing our
marbles. No-one has yet come up with
valid research to show what we can do
to prevent ourselves descending to the
status of a human cabbage, insensitive
to others, locked in our own world,
unable or unwilling to participate.
People do not come back from
dementia, so we do not know how
aware they are of what has happened to
them, but it is intensely painful to
watch those we love gradually slipping
into a world of their own.
Mind is difficult because I know
what I want, but have no idea how to
achieve it. I want to remain alert
enough to listen to and understand what
others are saying to me and respond
appropriately, and I want to care about
those that I know and love. I worry
when I forget the name of my best
friend or suddenly find a complete
blank in my mind where two seconds
before, I had an intelligent comment. I
attempt to console myself by trying to
remember telephone numbers and
rationalize that my favourite pastime
of doing crossword puzzles will help
stave off the dreaded Alzheimer's.
Spirit is even more difficult to write
about. We do not do,much talking
about spirit ...or soul for that matter.
It's a bit like the greens that we as
children left on the side of our plates,
we knew they were there but hoped
that they would just go away. In our
heart of hearts we knew then as we
know now that there are some things
that never completely go away. At
some stage we are forced to face up to
issues that are insoluble but which we
have to attempt.
In our ordinary lives or even in our
prayer lives we do not make
opportunities for thinking about such
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As I write, I realize how sad it is that I have

reached a stage wherein I am linited to such relatively
inmoouous sins as slothifulyiess and gluttony.
contentious issues. I hold onto that
most beautiful of prayers: God, the soul
you have given me is pure rE/ofeczz.,

neshamch shenatata bi t'horah hi).1
add a caveat that it is a shame that
although it probably was pure when I
got it many years ago, it has become
progressively tarnished as I have
accompanied it through life.
Part of the problem may be that we
have no paralneters for assessing what
is happening to our souls. Perhaps I
would have been more successful

spiritually, whatever that may mean, if
I had, like Dorian Gray, been provided
with a portrait that minored the state
of my soul, reminding me that as a
Jew, the journey is more important than
the arriving and that we inhabit more
dimensions than the four we are
accustomed to count. An old Swedish

proverb says that `a visit always gives
pleasure, if not the aITival, then the
departure.' I'm sure that there must be
an old Yiddish proverb, that says
something about the importance and
the agonies of the time between.
How have my role models `got it
right'? Perhaps it's an indomitable
brightness of spirit that makes them

different yet keeps them a necessary
part of the whole. Perhaps it is because,
from time to time, we see something
special emanating from them that
resonates with something that usually
remains hidden within ourselves. We
catch a spark which ignites and
nourishes something in our very depth
that we call our soul.
Life is probably not a linear
progression. I fancy the concept of an
egg whisk, a flexible spiral, increasing

in size from birth to adulthood and
then gradually tapering away.
Within such a framework I hope
that, as I move into the last stage of my
life, I, like T S Eliot, `will know the
place from where I started, perhaps for
the first time' and accept my
dependency.
I will hope that having at least
attempted to accept some of the
responsibilities of being an ageing
adult, I will be given some concomitant
rights and that the good fairy will grant
me, ungrudgingly, the three wishes of
my childhood. To eat whatever I fancy,
to go to bed whenever I like and, lastly,
to never, ever be admonished by any

`groun-up' .

DR WrENDY GREENGROSS feos bee# cz GP,
a journalist, a broadcaster and a counsellor.
She now enjoys retirement.
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Sternberg Centre for Judaism, 80 East End Road, Finchley N3 2SY
Tel: 020 8349 5600 Fax: 020 8343 2558 Email: info@lbc.ac.uk
Department of Education & Professional Development
Tel: 020 8349 5621 Fax: 020 8349 5639 Email: admin@Ibc-cje.ac.uk
LBC-CjE Website: www.Ibc-cje.ac.uk
Principal: Rabbi Profiessorjonathan Magonet, Vice Principal: Rabbi Dr Michael Shire
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THE ANDIE NEWMAN BOOK PAGE
This is t.pe ft:st Of a ney, regular Fag? for _MANNA. Andie Newman, twenty-something and the Reform Movement's PR
person, will select a number Of new books Of Jewish interest and invite her contempora;ies to provi-de us with short reviews.
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Louis Jacobs,

We have Reason to Believe -

RETE l#rfui`ti'E

5th Edition Vallentine Mitchell, 2004

ELEfl£EEL[

Michelene Wandor,
F aise Relaf runs ,
Five Leaves, Nottin8haln, 2004

Effi:

EEHETdiE
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Jews, a piece of seditious writing
which argues that the Torah is a
dynamic fusion of human as well as
divine inspiration. It is the book in
which Rabbi Louis Jacobs shows his
ability to question existing orthodoxies
and simultaneously reveals the failure
of orthodoxy to question itself.
The reaction to this book, known as
the `Jacobs Affair', has inadvertently
become a parable of the moral and
intellectual compromises of British
Jewry. This is also one of the reasons
why the book has reached its fifth
edition, forty-seven years after it was
first published.

The great scholar is labelled a
`Destroyer of the Faith' whilst the

frightened men of `modern orthodoxy' still refuse to open their
dogmas to critical scrutiny and rational debate.
CK
Clare Dudman,
98 Reasons fior Being, Sceptre, 2f)04
98 jzeczso73f /or Beg.72g is about the true

case of Hannah Meyer, a Jewish
woman
from
the
notorious
Judenstrasse ghetto in Frankfuft circa
1851, accused of nymphomania and
sent to the revolutionary Dr Hoffinan' s
mental asylum to be cured. The story
follows her developing relationship
with the doctor, who tries everything
he can to help her, including such
friendly treatments as electric shocks,
freezing cold baths and, somewhat
more conservatively, conversation.
Though good, this novel suffers from
something of an identity crisis, trying
to be fact and fiction at the same time.
It raises important reminders of
religious oppression, and often
entertains, but is ultimately confusing.
As a story it does work, but whose
story is it?
RG
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From nocturnal meetings with the
Devil, through music and melody in
Renaissance Italy, to a unique spin on
the Book of Esther, Wandor's stories
intrigue and draw the reader into
strange and magical worlds. Themes
of music, encounters and passion run
throughout, creating moods of poetry,
sensuality and hamony.
One particular story which captures
the imagination is al]out a boy brought
up in a world of silence. He is
encouraged to play instruments. Thus
music becomes his means of
communication. As with many of the
stories in this collection, it ends not
with clinax or revelation but sinply
reflection and contemplation, more
questions than resolutions.
DB

Ofer Grosbard,
Israel on the Couch:
the Psychology Of tics Peace Process,
SUNY, Albany, 2003
Grosbard is an Israeli clinical
psychologist, working in the United
States. He brings psychotherapeutic
insights to the political scene in the
Middle East, opening new perspectives
on the conflict, on bow we see the
`other' and how they right see us.

Current political rhetoric produces few
solutions to the political impasse
between Israeli and Arab. Grosbard
tries to move beyond the polarizing
labels of `left' and `right,' suggesting
that they are `different aspects of a

growth and development process that
complement each other'. His book is a
welcome contribution, inviting us to
think `outside the box,' in new
categories, giving us hope of some

positive outcome qowever far off it
might be) rather than simply
reinforcing us in our stereotypes and
opinions.

CE
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WHY THE JEWISH EDITH

BECAME A CATHOLIC SAINT
Edith Stein

Catholics and Jews began
RELATIONS
BETWEEN
slowly to thaw,
melt, and
resolve
themselves
into
near
amicability two decades after the
Shoah. Vatican 11, the great council
that part dragged and part propelled
the Catholic Church into the modem
world at last arrived at an
unconditional condemnation of antiSemitism: `The Church . . . deplores the
hatred, persecutions, and displays of
anti-Semitism directed against the
Jell-s at any time and from any source'
(fty-asfrzz £4Gfatg, 1965, para. 4). It has

taken many years to unpack that
condemnation in terms of the Catholic
Church's own behaviour.
Pope JOLn Paul 11 has shown a

determined passion to walk the extra
mile. But was it a mile too far when it
came to Edith Stein, a Jewisb woman
who became a Catholic nun and
perished at Auschwitz in 1942? Pope
John Paul 11 canonized her as a martyrsaint in October 1998, despite many
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Gavin d'Costa
pleas from international Jewish groups
and, indeed, a number of Catholic
theologians. Was the canonization a
step backward?
Two main criticisms arise. First,
Stein was Jewish and was murdered
because of her Jewishness. It is an
insensitive act of appropriation to
canonize her as a Catholic martyrsaint. Second, she represents a vision
that suggests that every good Jew
should really become a Christian and
does not respect the spiritual identity
and integrity of Judaism - the latter
endorsed at Vatican 11. There are many
more criticisms, but I will stick with
these two.
As a Catholic committed to JewishChristian relations, I believe that it was
important for Jewish-Christian
relations that Stein' s canonization went

ahead. It is a case that rests on
eggshells. My argument is that Stein's
own understanding of the issues, even
if partially questionable, together with
her actions, are capable of displaying
deep love and faith, even unto death.
Canonizing her is not to say that all her
views are correct - canonization never
implies that - but it does call Catholics
to discover their deep spiritual bonds
with the Jewish people, to moum the
savage consequences of anti-Semitism,
to work together with Jews for the
salvation of the world. More
uncomfortably, it also calls both
Catholics and Jews never to give up on
the question of truth.
Edith was born in 1891 on Yom
Kippur. Her mother was a devout Jew
and Edith recounts `every ceremonial

prescription of the Talmud was
precisely carried out; a reverent fear of
God formed a serious background.'
(All quotations are from Hilda Graef,
Writings Of Edith Stein,1956). `Whon
continued on next page
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Schwind, her spiritual mentor, who
thought it would be too painful for her
mother.
Her mother had been broken by the
news of Edith's conversion and Edith
recounts uncomfortable visits home.
She always attended the synagogue
with her mother and had no doubt her
mother would be in heaven to greet
her. Edith did not share any view that
simply condemned Judaism, although
she shared the common Catholic view
that all men and women would come to
their fulfilment in following Christ.
She also shared the view that sins
required expiation and the older, more
problematic Catholic view that
Judaism's rejection of Christ was
sinful. So it was a logical step for her
to see her own suffering as expiation
on behalf of her people, the Jews.
Herein lies the essence of one of the
issues. It should be noted that she also
saw her suffering as expiation for the
church, the Carmelites, and for
Germany as well, not just the Jewish
people. And her suffering in no way
sanctions the suffering and death of
millions of Jews. Edith, like her
saviour, was taking on sin and
suffering, not looking for it, as a
testimony to the overcoming of human
sinfulness, what Christians call
`resurrection'. This is the basic theme

of her life. Her view was that there is
only one response to suffering:
prayerful resistance to evil and selfless
love.

she was three, her father died. Edith
claims that at the age of fifteen she was
an atheist. Her brilliance at school drew
her towards philosophy. Two
colleagues, Adolf Reinach and Max
Scheler, were Jews who had become
Lutheran and Catholic respectively and
profoundly influenced her. Pope John
Paul 11 was to be deeply influenced by
Scheler's work. When Reinach was

Carmelite, an order of cloistered nuns.
She was advised against this by Mons.

killed in 1917, Edith helped Anna, his
widow, to sort out his papers. In

Ama's faith she saw the meaning of
redemptive suffering. Edith writes:
`This was my first encounter with the
Cross and the divine strength it imparts
to those who carry it.' It was the cross
that would become central to her
spirituality. Little wonder that the
autobiography of St Teresa of Avila

pushed her further. She was baptized
into the Catholic Church in 1922 and
immediately wanted to become a
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Edith aged 7 with her si,ster Erna

This response was seen in so many
Jews, such as Dr Janos Korczak, the
Polish Jewish physician and educator
who preferred to stay with the orphans
of the Warsaw ghetto rather than save
his own life, or th.e Chief Rabbi of
Genoa, Riccardo Pacifici, who also
perished at Auschwitz after having
repeatedly refused rescue in order to
be with his community. Likewise,
Edith's love of her people cannot be
called into question.
Edith became a major figure in
promoting women's education. She has
become a major source for many recent
Catholic
feminists,.
fearlessly
criticizing St. Paul when she had to
and arguing for the importance of
women in every station in life. But she
was not convinced by the argument for
women priests. She had written two
major academic works by 1932. With
the rise of National Socialism she
wrote a book on her own childhood,
Life in a Jewish Family, to try and
counter the demonization of Jews. This
book is clear evidence that she was not
anti-Jewish though she was not
particularly educated in Judaism, and
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had great love for her many Jewish
relatives. She also wrote to Pius XII
urging him to denounce anti-Semitism.
This powerful identification with her
people co-existed with her clear sense

Edith became a
moforfigure
in promoting
women's
education.
She has become
a mof or source

for many recent
Catholic feminists,
fearlessly
oriticizing St Paul
when she had
to and arguing

f ;or the importance
Of women in
every station in
life. But she was
not conrvinced ky

the argunat f;or
woven priests.

of her canying Jesus' cross, as both a
Jew and a Catholic. This was for her
the special path. It is a unique path and
one that means that every non-Jewish
Catholic who venerates her must also
recognize that she partook of the fate
of her Jewish brothers and sisters, our
spiritual brothers and sisters. It means
that the Shoah cannot be erased from
the Church's memory, even apart from
the element of guilt and complicity that
is also part of the Church's memory, as
are also those Catholics murdered by
the Nazis for their faith. But it takes us
to the heart of the strange and
disturbing miracle: that amidst such
hatred and monstrous persecution
against the Jewish people, love and
hope was possible. Because Edith was
also a daughter of the Church, this
miracle is rightly celebrated through
her. It would indeed be imperialistic
appropriation if the church canonized
Dr Korczak or Chief Rabbi Riccardo
Pacifici, and without question the

Church has much to lean from Jewish
witness about the qualities of courage,
love, fidelity, and truthfulness.
In 1933 Edith took initial vows and
entered the Carmel at Cologne, taking
on the name of Teresa Blessed by the
Cross. She had a strong sense that
suffering was to be central to her
vocation. Those who knew her are
clear th`at this wias not morbid
masochism. It was an attempt to remain
truthful at all costs, even. tinto death.
All Jews in Catholic religious orders
were constantly in danger and Edith
was concerned about the safety of her
order because of her presence in
Cologne. In 1938 she was moved to
Echt, Holland, with her. older sister
Rosa, who had also converted and had
joined the lay wing of the Carmelites.
On July 26, 1942 the Catholic bishops
of Holland ordered a condemnation of
the Nazi deportation o`f J;ws` to be read
in all Catholic churches. The Nazis
immediatelyrespondedbyrounding.up
all the Catholic Jews and on August 2,
1942, Rosa and Edith were arrested.
Testimony of her last words as they
left Echt was: `Come, Rosa, we're
going for our people'.
There is no question that, in.the
whole canonisation process, there have
been insensitive comments made by
Catholics: there was a kind of `don't

meddle with the Church's internal
affalrs' mentality, even a revival of
anti-Semitic comments from certain
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quarters, and a morbid counting of
bodies to claim the tragedy also
belonged to Catholicism. But amidst
all this I have tried to respond to the
two issues. Her canonization does not
in any way occlude her Jewishness she never sought to, and neither should
the Church. Herein lies the great bond
between Israel and the Church.
Canonization promotes it, not demotes
or eradicates it. The fact that her Jewish
name, Edith Stein, was retained for the
official ceremony is a mark of this.
Second, exalting her is not at all
connected with the vision that the best
Jew is a Christian. It is connected with
the vision, shared by so many Jews,
that suffering love is the only
redemption for a world gone mad.
It would be wrong to end on a note
of false security. Better to recall
Edith's visit with her mother to the
synagogue on October 12, 1933, the
Festival of Scffrkof. Afterwards her
mother said: `It was a beautiful sermon,
wasn't it?'
`Yes'

`Then it is possible for a Jew to be
pious?'
`Certainly, if one has not learned

anything more . . . '

Then cane the despairing reply from
her mother: `Why have you learned
more? I don't want to say anything
against him. He may have been a very
good man. But why did he make
himself God? '
What followed is probably where we
are today in Jewish-Christian relations :
`That night she holds her mother in her
arms and both weep until they are too
exhausted to weep any more. '
Edith's mother's question will not
go away. We cannot move forward
without facing it truthfully I
DR GAVIN D'COSTA is jteczder z.H C¢rz.sfz.cI#

Theology and Head of the Department of
Theology and Religious Studies, University Of
Bristol. He advises the Anglican Communion
and the Catholic Church on interfaith matters
and has written extensively on interfaith issues.

EDWARD KESSI,ER

BoundbytheBible
Jews.Cl"-stl&ns&ndtJiesacrificeoflsane

Edward Kessler

WHEN
THE

FATHER'S
KNIFE

WAS
POISED
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reasons, it has generally been
FORassumed
UNDERSTANDABLE
that Judaism influenced
Christianity but relatively little
attention has been given to the question
of the influence of Christianity upon
Judaism. Did Christian teaching and
interpretation influence the Jewish
commentators? In particular, did there
develop a two-way encounter in
interpretations of the 4faedcz%, the
Binding of Isaac. The possibility of a
two-way encounter provides an insight
into a relatively unknown side of
Jewish-Christian relations.
Ge73esz.s 22 describes Abraham's

relationship with God and how his faith
in and commitment to God was
demonstrated by his willingness to
sacrifice his long-awaited son at God's
command. As a piece of writing, the
biblical account has everything. It has
tension and drama and enough action
for a five-act play or a Spielberg
blockbuster. Yet it is compressed into
eighteen verses. It is packed with
energy and dynamism. It arouses both
terror and pity. It deals with the biggest
themes and touches the deepest
emotions. And, it seems to have a
happy ending.
It has everything except one - an
immediately
apparent,
morally
acceptable and topically relevant
message. How could Abraham
reconcile the bizarre demand by God
to sacrifice his son against the divine
promise that he would be the ancestor
of a people who would spread
throughout the world?
The story of Abraham's attempted
sacrifice of Isaac has always been
important for Judaism and Christianity.

For Jews, the passage is read on Rosh
Hashanah and for Christians, the
Sacrifice of Isaac, as it is called, is
mentioned in the Eucharist prayers
and read in the period leading up to
Easter.
There are a number of similarities
between Jewish and Christian
approaches to Scripture. These include
an insistence on the harmony of
scripture and an emphasis on the unity
of the text. Consequently, many Jewish
and Christian interpretations were
understandable to adherents of both
religions. This explains why Christian
scholars such as Jerome turned to
Jewish contemporaries for help in
translating biblical texts.
One similarity is that they
sometimes asked the same question of
the biblical text because both the rabbis
and the church fathers were very close
readers of the text and interested in the
detail. A third century figure, Origen,
commended his community to
`observe each detail of Scripture,

which has been written. For, if one
knows how to dig into the depth, he
will find a treasure in the details.' It is
not entirely by chance that Origen uses
the metaphor of `digging' beneath the
text to make sense of it. The metaphor
also aptly describes the rabbinic
approach, which seeks to derive
meaning from the detail. The term
`Midrash' is derived from the verb `to
enquire'. Origen, is representative of
both the patristic and rabbinic
traditions when he writes that `the
wisdom of God pervades every
divinely inspired writing, reaching out
to each single letter.'
Both the rabbis and the church
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fathers were interested in God's choice
of words, `your son, your only son,
whom you love, Isaac'. They asked the
same question - why did God not
simply say `Isaac'? -and came to the
same conclusion, agreeing that the

pulpose of the drawn-out description
of Isaac was to increase Abraham's
affection.
Appropriately enough, the value of
comparing rabbinic and patristic
commentaries is discussed in the recent
Catholic document published by the
Pontifical
Biblical
Commission
e;rfufled The Jewish People and their
Sacred Scriptures in the Christian
Bz.a/e

(2001).

Significantly,

the

document calls for Christians to learn
about Judaism and how it retained its
vitality and continued to develop for
over 2000 years after the birth of Jesus
and, as far as Jewish interpretation of
Scripture is concerned, it radically calls
for Christian understanding of Jewish
commentaries.
Another concern of the church
fathers and rabbis deals with the age of
Isaac, who is described by the church
fathers as a child or youth. Cyril of
Alexandria of the fifth century, for
example, describes Isaac as `small and
lying in the breast of his own father'
and Gregory of Nyssa of the fourth
century, suggested Abraham had
expected God to summon him to
prepare a marriage and the wedding
chamber for his son. A remarkably
similar interpretation is found in
Midrash haGadol.
The rabbinic position was quite
different. The rabbis stated that `Isaac
was thirty-seven years of age when he
was offered upon the altar'. Another

interpretation gave his age as twentysixyearsandathirdproposedthirty-six
years. It is significant that, whilst the
precise age varied, the rabbis were
consistent in their portrayal of Isaac as
an adult. None of the rabbinic
interpretations, in direct contrast to
those of the church fathers, hinted that
Isaac might have still been a child - he
was a fully developed and mature
adult.
The figure of Isaac is a key by which
to unlock the Jewish-Christian
encounter over the 4frec7czfo. Not only

was Isaac's age of interest but Jews
and Christians also commented on
Isaac
carrying
the
wood.
Unsurprisingly, the church fathers
viewed this action as a model of Jesus
canying the cross. The rabbis, on the
other hand, maintained that Isaac's
action was not to be interpreted in the
light of any later event but had
significance in its own right. Like the
church fathers, they also commented
on Isaac carrying the wood and the
following striking interpretation
appears remarkably similar to those
mentioned above:

`And Abrahaln placed the wood of

the burnt-offering on Isaac his son.'
Like a man who carries his gallows
or cross, /s'/oovo on his shoulder.
(Genesis Rabbah 56: 3)

It seems that the rabbis adopted a
Christian interpretation, which is
reminiscent of the recent Jewish
statement on Christianity, Dczbr# E"ef,

®ublished in 2000 and considers how
Christianity should be viewed in
Jewish theology today) which asserts
that `Jews and Christians seek
authority from the same book (Bible)'.

The rabbis depict Isaac as a mature
adult who was willing to give up his
life at God's command, which is
reinforced by a suggestion that he was
informed in advance of the sacrifice
and continued the journey with
Abraham. `One to bind and the other to
be bound, one to slaughter and one to
be slaughtered.' Unlike the church
fathers, who laid stress on the fact that
Abraham did not tell his son of the
impending sacrifice, the rabbis argued
that Isaac's awareness of what was to
happen served to emphasize his full
participation in the ,4kec7czfe.

Both the church fathers and the
rabbis emphasized the importance of
the principle of voluntary self-offering.
For the church fathers, the child Isaac
was an outline of the adult Christ and,
therefore, the self-offering of Isaac
merely foreshadowed the saving action
of Christ. For the rabbis, the selfoffering of the adult Isaac was
sufficient to provide benefit or z 'cfe#Z
to Isaac's children (the Jews) for future
generations.
In their view, so willing was Isaac to
give up his life that they described the
j4ked¢fe in terms such as `the blood of
the binding of Isaac' or `the ashes of
Isaac'. This is startling because the
biblical account explicitly states that

the angel stopped Abraham from
harming his son and commanded him
`not to do anything' to Isaac. An
illustration
of
this
surprising
interpretation can be found in the
Mekhilta de Rabbi Ishmael:
`And when I see the blood, I will pass

over you' (Exodus 13..12 and 25) -1
see the blood of the Binding of Isaac.

continued on next page
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For it is said, `And Abraham called
the name of that place, 4do#cH. );I.J'ch
(the Lord will see)'. Likewise it says
in another passage, `And as He was
about to destroy the Lord beheld and
repented Hin' a Chronicles 21..15).
What did He behold? He beheld the
blood of the Binding of Isaac, as it is
said, `God will for Himself see to the
lamb. '

This interpretation clearly suggests
that Isaac's blood was shed - an
opinion repeated in the Mekhilta de
Rabbi Shimon ben Yochai, which
states that Isaac `gave one fourth of his
blood on the altar'. The use of the
terms, `the blood of the binding of
Isaac' and `the ashes of Isaac' imply
that Isaac actually was sacrificed. Did
the rabbis go so far as suggest that
Isaac died? Yes! The eighth century
Pirkei de Rabbi Eliezer, states that
Isaac did die and, soon after,
experienced resunection:
When the sword touched his neck the
soul of Isaac took flight and departed
but when he heard the voice from
between the two cherubim saying ,...
`do not lay a hand' his soul returned
to his body and [Abraham] set him
free, and he stood on his feet. And
Isaac knew the resurrection of the
dead as taught by the Torah, that all
the dead in the future would be
revived. At that moment he opened
[his mouth] and said, `Blessed are

You, 0 Lord, who revives the dead.'
(PRE 31)

Like the rabbinic reference to
carrying his cross ts '/oovo, the rabbinic
interpretation of the death and
resurrection of Isaac is clearly
influenced by Christianity. The rabbis
viewed the 44ec7czfe as redemptive and
as illustrative of God' s miraculous lifesaving power and cited the story in

connection with the resurrection of the
dead. `Through the merit of Isaac, who
offered himself upon the altar the Holy
One, Blessed be He, shall raise the
dead.,
Interestingly, Jewish and Christian
interest in the Binding of Isaac remains
as strong today as it did in the first six
centuries CE. Modern writers have
somewhat different concerns from
those in late antiquity, but their
writings demonstrate a continuing
encounter indicating that Jews and
Christians share not only a colrmon
biblical text but also a common
exegetical tradition.
For example, one the most prominent post-enlightenment Christian
theologians, Soren Kierkegaard

wrote Fear and Trembling, a, title
chosen to describe Kierkegaard's
feeling about Genesis 22. He describes Abraham as the `knight of
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faith' because he was willing to carry
out God's will. Kierkegaard has influenced generations of Jewish as
well as Christian writers. Eliezer
Berkovits refers to Kierkegaard when
he addresses the challenge to faith

It is significant

that, whilst the

precise age varied,
the rabbis were
consistent in their

portrayal Of Isaac
as an adult.
None Of the

rabbinic
interpretations,
in direct cortrast

posed by the Holocaust. Abraham
makes not a leap of faith, he argues,
but shows trust in God and in the
continuing covenantal relationship
between God and Israel. In his view,
the `very essence of trust consists not
in "leaping" but in standing firm'.
He suggests that the j4fedcz% is a story

of faithfulness because Abraham retains his faith in the covenant with
God, which mirrors those Jews who
retained their faith in God when they
were forced to live in ghettos and
concentration camps.
The j44edczfe has also been given

attention by Israeli authors who view it
as a metaphor for the sacrifice by
fathers of their children to ensure the
survival of Israel. The story illustrates
the failure of fathers to protect their
children. Yehuda Amichai wrote a
poem caLlled The True Hero of the
j4fredczfe, in which he identified the ram
as the tnre hero of the biblical story
because it was the only figure in the
biblical narrative that died. The angel
and Isaac had gone home and
`Abraham and god had long since
gone'.

to those Of the

church fathers,
hinted that Isaac
might have still

been a child - he
was a fully
developed

and mature adult.

It has been suggested that Amichai
mighthavebeeninfluencedbytheFirst
World War poet, Wilfred Owen. In his
fa:rmous poe;in. The Parable Of the Old
Man and the Young, Chiren deschbes
how the angel was too late to save
Isaac. Commenting on the moment
when the angel called out to Abraham
to stop the sacrifice, Owen writes, `But
the old man would not so, but slew his
son -and half the seed of Europe, one
by one.'
Jewish and Christian interpretations
of the j4fedofe demonstrate a shared

exegetical tradition and not just a
shared biblical text. To a certain extent,
Jews and Christians remain bound by
the Bible. Is it too bold to suggest that
the encounters whicb took place so

long ago point tbe way forward

today? .
DR EDWARD KESSLER I.s E]:cc#!!.ve
Director, Centre for the Study of JewishChristian
Relations,
Cambridge
and
Bye-Fellow, St Edmund's College, Cambridge.
This article corttcins ideas which are developed

further in Dr Kessler's neni book Bo:iirrd by the
Bible - Jews, Christians and the Sacrifice of
I.seLac published by Cambridge University Press,
£45. MANNAL readers can order it from The
Centre for the Study Of Jewish-Christian
Relations (CJCR) for the special price of £39
inc. p&p.
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the obituaries to see what I had been
missing all these decades. One passage
in an article by his former Times editor,
Lord Rees Mogg, did finally rivet me.
"Am I a Jew?" Rees Mogg quoted from

William Wolff

a Levin column. "If I do not pray with
the Jews, and sing with the Jews, and
cover my head with the Jews, an-d refuse
to eat pork with the Jews, and read books
backwards with the Jews, how can I be a
Jew?" he rightly asked. And then added:
"But when I am filling in a forin on

I::=T:gsrl|e|Ew¥aF£E:fe:;s:
Dichter, the head of Israel's internal
security service. He went public with the
belief of his agents that between 150 and
200 settlers on the West Bank are hoping
to kill Ariel Sharon, the Israel premier.
For by his willingness to give up the land
they illegally occupy in return for peace,
Sharon has , in their view, lost his right
to life. It is a view widely also in the
ultra orthodox seminaries in Jerusalem
and the West Bank.
In case even one shoulder is shrugged
to dismiss those who nourish these
thoughts and intentions as mere cranks,
all should remember that the line dividing
cranks from murderers is non-existent.
As was proved nine years ago by the
ultra orthodox crank who shot and killed
the then Israel premier Yitzchak Rabin.
As terrifying as the threats and the
fanaticism that feeds them, is the silence
of the orthodox rabbinate in Israel,
America and indeed in Britain. Not a
voice is raised. A pronouncement by
Rabbi Avigdor Neventzal, the rabbi of
the Old City of Jerusalem, stating that
anyone who gives up even a single
settlementcouldbethetargetofamurder
sanctioned by Judaism, is allowed to
pass. It all creates a climate which makes
murder as acceptable as stoning and
spitting at Sabbath drivers.
And all this is not a challenge merely
for the orthodox. Sharon is not the
favourite politician of most Reform and
Liberal rabbis. But unless we raise our
voices to high heaven in warning and
perpetual protest, our hands may yet be
spattered with his blood.
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either a lecture room at the London
School of Economics during our student
days, or at some function in later years,
we gave each other a wide berth. As it
was in person, so it was with his
columns, they rarely retained my
attention for more than a cursory glance.
So when he died this summer, I scoured

which there is a space labelled
"religion", I do not hesitate. I put Jew."
To seal his personal paradox, Levin's
memorial service will take place later
this month in that well known Trafalgar
Square shtiebel, St Martin's In The
Fields.
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Road in a desperate hunt for any shop
that still had a copy of the current Jewish
Chronicle. It does not reach my part of
North East Germany till the middle of
the following week, and by that Tuesday
night, just back in England, I was ajunky
out of control. I dashed into one
supermarket. This was my lucky night,
for it had not just one, but two copies of
the JC left. I grabbed them both to make
up for lost time, and for bad measure
and good amusement, a copy of the
Jewish Tribune, the ultra orthodox sheet,
as well.

"Sixty pence," said the girl at the

check out.
"Excuse me," said I, "but I bave two
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this country with the looming
retirement from his Stanmore pulpit
of Rabbi Dr Jeffrey Cohen. He is
modem orthodoxy's bravest champion
in this country. I have used his lucid
and authoritative books on our prayers,
especially for Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur, to get my last minute
facts right every time I talk about the
subject. And I have greatly liked as
well as respected him ever since we
sat on the same Anglo Jewish
Association platform and he poked
gentle but telling fun at some of the
things I was spouting. All that changed
the night the memorial service to
Rabbi Michael Leigh was held at his
Edgware synagogue. I am afraid I was
late. Once I had calmed and settled
down, I looked for colleagues in the
crowded congregation. I blinked and
blinked again at one figure. But
however much I batted and blinked,
he remained Rabbi Dr Jeffrey Cohen,
a United Synagogue rabbi openly
attending a Reform service. "I could
not have stayed away," he told me
afterwards. Since that night I have
held him in the highest honour. I know
few in today's Anglo-Jewish rabbinate
with the steel that he has in his
backbone. Whether Stanmore pick a
black cloth or multi coloured knitted
kippah for his successor will be the
barometer by which we can foretell
the climate for decades to come in the
whole United Synagogue.
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copies of the JC."
"Sixty Pence" she repeated, pointed

to the bar code, pointed to the sum on
her screen, and brooked no further
argument. I know when I am beaten,
and as English clearly was not her
native tongue, I graciously handed over
my sixty pence.
But my conscience has not stopped
pricking me since. Three for the price
of one is more than even luck should
provide. Cane Yom Kippur, and I was
still agonising whether I should whisper
an extra AI Cheyt for freebies innocently
offered and shamelessly accepted. Just
to be on the safe side, I did.
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from my nightly bowl of

vegetable soup leads past the
bouncers outside one of the town's
noisiest discos. Whenever I have to brush

past them, I say good evening. And as I
have long since reached the age of
harmlessness, they send me on my way
with silence. Except on one memorable
summer night. "Good evening, Herr
Rabbiner," replied one bouncer with a
bow of a head that was shaved to stubble
on his scalp. Briefly, my step gained a
new skip. Was this the fame of which I
had long since ceased to dream? Or, I
began to wonder, had one ``hallo" from
one muscular bouncer shredded for ever
all hope of reputation and respectability?
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.a /fee j.egz.o7ccz/

rabbi i.n North East Germany. He has preJiously
s_erve_d congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
R_eading, Milton Keynes and Newcastl; upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, -and
started in the rabbinate as an assistant to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.

THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOR JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Fload, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish community,
is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Fteform Movement, the Leo Baeck College -Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Centre provides many programmes and amenities, including
a library, bookshop, The Strudel Caf6, biblical garden and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.
THE JEWISH MUSEUM, FINCHLEY
THE STOPY OF JEWISH LONDON

Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education
The Shiur-Autumn Semester

Thursday October 14th at 8pm ,

Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students.
Themes From the Book of Deuteronomy
Tel: 020 8349 5600

An illustrated talk by Dr. Gerry Black,
Author of several books on Jewish London including.
`Living Up West' and `Jewish London:
An Illustrated History'.

Tel: 020 83491143
Email: enquiries @jewishmuseum.org.uk

Leo Baeck College - Centre for Jewish Education

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION

HALF DAY SEMINAPl -For adult learners & teachers
SUNDAY OCTOBEPl 17" 20041pm-4.45pm
Sessions will include text study with our rabbis,

EAST END -WEST END
Ends - October 28th 2004

Art - Music - Poetry
Hebrew, sessions for educators and contemporary

A revival of the popular exhibition chronicling
Jewish life in London's West End.

discussions
For more information contact Pamela Hartog
Tel: 020 8349 5620 Email: pamela.hartog@lbe€je.ac.uk

This exhibition, and the Jewish Museum's permanent
displays, will give a chance to compare East End and
West End experiences - and allow for plenty of
nostalgic memories!
Tel: 020 83491143
Email: enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

WATEF}COLOUF] COURSE

with Linda Gervertz
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10pm
October 13th - December 15th 2004
A ten week course for all levels of experience with an

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION

emphasis on individual tuition.

HIDDEN BRITISH HISTOF]lES
NOVEMBEFl 1 ST 2004 -JANUAPlY 30TH 2005

Tel: 020 8349 5724

The Connections Exhibition is part of a project
documenting Britain's "hidden history" of Asian, BIack
and Jewish peoples' experiences of settling into this
country. There have been other projects looking at
the history of immigrants to Britain but this is the first
to focus on the relationships between them, their

JCORE PFIESENT "JEWS & MUSLIMS:

THE REFORM CHAVURAH:
An egalitarian, Partic.Ipatory, Living Judaism.
The Reform Chavurah encourages people in their
20's and 30's to find their own connection to Judaism.
We offer social and cultural events for Shabbats and
Jewish holidays, social action activities and Jewish
study opportunities.
Join us for Pleform Chavurah on Friday nights at The
Sternberg Centre, November 5thi December 3rd 2004,
January 7th 2005.
Tel: Joel 020 8349 5682.
Email: subscribe@ reformchavurah.org.uk

BREAKING THE BAFtpIEF`S"
TUESDAY 2ND NOVEMBEP 2004

Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education

shared experiences and the connections they have
made.
Tel: 020 83491143
Email: enqujries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

Fiabbi Jonathan Wittenberg & Samar Mashadi
Director of the Forum against lslamophobia and
Bacism, consider the state of relations between Jews
and Muslims in the UK today.
At New North London Synagogue
Tel: 020 8455 0896
Email: jcore@ btconnect.com

KAUFMANN MEMOBIAL LECTUBE & DINNEB
THURSDAY 2ND DECEMBEF} 2004

At Liberal Jewish Synagogue
St John's Wood Boad NW8
Further information contact: Arlene Prose

Tel: 020 8349 5608
Email: arlene.rose @ lbc-cje.ac.uk
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